
CITY OF PASADENA

Applicant Name:  Newcorp, LLC

Reviewer:  Tim Cromartie

Date:  3/26/19

OVERALL SCORE
Maximum 

Points 

Points 

Awarded

Percent 

Score

1,575 1,294 82.16%

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS        750 610 81.33%

Applicant described history of owning two businesses in Long Beach (volatile manufacturing and distribution) and a 

retail business in Hollywood.

Application described in detail the roles of each of the Owners in the business' day to day operations, including 

specific duties of those designated as General Managers. 

GENERAL COMMENTS

Above average in industry knowledge and ability to run a regulated cannabis business.  However, applicant did not 

adequately address neighborhood compatibility components.  Lack of startup cost information hampered assessment 

of capitalization.  Community benefits discussion vague in some respects.

Experience

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

Ownership Team

Applicant described 10-year history of cannabis operations, some portion of it in the grey market.



SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN  525 439 83.62%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Applicant provided extensive, detailed SOP's including identification of key officers, duties of board of directors, age 

and patient verification protocols for customers, and detailed description of day-to-day procedures as well as detailed 

descriptions of the key management roles, and security and fire safety protocols.

Financial Plan

Applicant provided First Year cash flow and 3-Year Pro Forma documents, but did not provide start-up costs.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization

Applicant has provided a bank statement for an account in the name of   as of 

December 31, 2018.  As start up costs were not provided, it is not possible to assess whether applicant is sufficiently 

capitalized.

Records Software

Applicant will use BioTrak THC recordkeeping software to track/record POS information and "report required data to 

METRC and BCC," but provides no more detail.  BioTrak will generate "transport manifests" and reports customized 

for City Finance Director's requirements. Applicant states "Inventory Control Vendor (software unidentified) 

will...integrate inventory control protocols and sales tracking into the in-house accounting system.  Discussion unclear 

re: how many brands of software used. 

Track-and-Trace

One of the Directors has been METRC-trained by Franwell and will provide in-house use and compliance training. 

Application generally demonstrated a high degree of familiarity with track and trace requirements, including a 

detailed list of data points required to be captured by the system. 

State Testing Requirements

Applicant demonstrated detailed understanding of state testing requirements, including fact that documentation of 

chain of custody of product is equally important as verification of testing.  However, applicant did not provide 

specifics about procedures for ensuring that products on its premises have met the testing requirements. 

Employee Training

Employee training will rely on licensed professionals in areas of cultivation, inventory control, production, patient 

education, customer relations, and regulatory compliance.  The discussion includes a detailed list of learning 

objectives.  



SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 150 119 79.33%

Air Quality/Odor Control

Design Concept Integration

Integration of Security Measures

Customer Education

Exterior Design Concept

Patient Services Program cites "aide and support to "our Berkeley residents."  Applicant will educate patients with 

compliant labelling and origin information for each product.  Applicant provides detailed list of classes and services as 

well as ongoing support programs. 

Marketing

Applicant will make use of social media, email and newsletters in its marketing campaign, as well as word of mouth 

advertising by long-term customers and traditional advertising media (print) and will have ongoing patient education 

as a key objective. 

Community Benefits

Goal of over 50% local hires.  Social equity: Plan to work with 2 non-profits that foster opportunities for those harmed 

by past criminalization policies.  Financial contributions cited (but no specific amounts/percentages) to local CBOs 

incl. Pasadena Educational Foundation & Peace Over Violence.  Plan for Outreach Program to educate community and 

provide medicinal cannabis to those afflicted w/chronic pain.

Applicant provided a series of photos as exhibits to provide a sense of the contemplated architecture, but they may 

or may not be indicative of the final design, or of compatibility with surrounding Pasadena architecture.  No narrative 

was included. 

Facility will be ADA-, Energy Star- and LEED-compliant, and interior is to be remodeled in modern, professional style. 

Muted color schemes and tasteful signage are contemplated.  No mention of integration into city landscape or style.

Visual images and design sketches submitted with no narrative response to this component. 

Use of carbon filters and "coconut carbon" in HVAC system.  Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors will be used also. 



SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN 150 126 84.00%

Product Deliveries

Final security plans will be reviewed by Ken Corben's (one of the 4 applicants) law enforcement peers, but no mention 

of a security firm. 

Reference checks will be part of employee vetting process, and driving record checks will be done for delivery drivers, 

but there is no mention of criminal background checks. 

Employee Training will cover emergency situations (robbery, burglary, use of panic alarms) and interaction with first 

responders. Cybersecurity, diversion prevention and sanitation will also be covered. 

Security Experience

Background Checks

Employee Safety Education

Business Plan included detailed security protocols for preparation, transport and delivery of cannabis/cannabis 

products.  

Applicant plans to contract directly with CA Bureau of Security and Investigative Services for on-site security service. 

Specific objectives associated with threat management are listed. 

Surveillance camera system will be a Closed Circuit TV and video management system. Two different standards are 

cited for video storage, one of which violates state law, which requires minimum of 90 days.  Text on p.53 Business 

Plan cites 30 days.

Security Guards

Video Camera Surveillance



“Newcorp,	Inc.”	
767	East	Green	Street	Pasadena,	CA	91101	

	
City	of	Pasadena		 	 	 	 	 	 	 January	31,	2019	
Planning	and	Community	Development	
175	Garfield	Ave	Pasadena,	CA	91101	
	
RE:	Cannabis	Retail	License	Application	
	
Dear	Pasadena	Planning	and	Community	Development	Team:	
	
We	are	honored	to	submit	our	application	for	consideration	to	own	and	operate	a	licensed	
retail	 cannabis	operation	with	home	delivery	 in	 the	City	of	Pasadena.	The	corporation	we	
will	 form	upon	 license	 granting,	 referred	 to	 as	 “Newcorp,	 Inc”	 (NC)	 in	 this	 application,	 is	
comprised	of	four	applicants	that	combined	create	the	responsible	ownership	team	that	fits	
the	community	goals	and	high	standards	required	to	operate	within	the	City	of	Pasadena.		
	
Applicant	Mitchell	Adkins	is	the	owner	and	operator	of	Mitch’s	Auto	Service	with	more	than	
27	 years	 of	 service	 in	 the	 community	 of	 Pasadena.	His	 current	 88-year	 lease	 at	 767	 East	
Green	 Street	 in	 Pasadena	 is	 a	 potential	 qualified	property.	Upon	 license	 granting,	we	will	
address	all	zoning	requirements	that	may	be	mitigated.	The	key	emphasis	from	our	team	is	
the	dedication	of	funding	and	understanding	of	the	importance	in	restoration	of	a	property	
to	the	architectural	standards	of	Pasadena	as	exemplified	in	the	application	package.	
	
The	other	three	member	of	our	team	are	applicant	Jeff	Beckwith	who	brings	more	than	ten	
years	 experience	 as	 a	 consultant,	 owner	 and	 operator	 of	 retail	 cannabis	 operations;	
applicant	Kenneth	Corben	an	actively	state	licensed	distributor	and	volatile	manufacturer	in	
Long	 Beach;	 and	 applicant	 Charlotte	 Hodgson	who	 is	 a	 decorated	 veteran	 specializing	 in	
CBD	products	and	treatment.	
	
MISSION	STATEMENT		
At	its	core,	NC	is	dedicated	to	enhancing	the	quality	of	life	of	individuals	who	suffer	chronic	
pain,	who	are	terminally	ill,	or	who,	due	to	disease,	injury	or	other	illness,	can	benefit	from	
the	use	of	medical	cannabis	available	via	retail	and	home	delivery.	NC	is	committed	to	doing	
so	by	providing	a	transparent,	dignified	and	accountable	model	consistent	with	the	highest	
standards	for	the	medical	cannabis	industry.	To	this	end,	Lev	Bayer	will	be	on	our	board	of	
directors	to	provide	his	expertise	in	medicinal	cannabis	outreach	programs.	
	
Adult-Use	cannabis	is	also	an	important	aspect	of	the	business	model	since	it	will	generate	
the	 tax	 revenues	 to	 assist	 the	 city	 in	 its	 budget	 fulfillment	 and	 expansion	 over	 time.	 The	
combined	 offerings	 in	 a	 professional	 atmosphere	 under	 the	 roof	 of	 an	 architecturally	
renovated	property	are	laid	out	in	detail	within	our	application.	
	
NC	is	also	committed	to	achieving	diversity	in	its	personnel,	and	will	actively	recruit,	train	
and	employee	those	individuals	adversely	impacted	by	low-	income	status	that	also	reside	
in	 Pasadena.	 Due	 to	 our	 commitment	 to	 transparency	 and	 education,	 NC	will	 offer	 ready	
access	 to	 information	 and	 education	 about	 cannabis	 products	 to	 the	 community	 through	
training,	 education	 and	media	 infrastructure.	 NC	will	 be	 an	 active	 participant	with	 other	
community	organizations	to	promote	a	positive	and	safe	environment	not	only	for	users	of	
medical	and	adult-use	cannabis,	but	also	 for	 the	neighbors	of	 locations	where	 it	 transacts	
business.		
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“Newcorp,	Inc.”	
767	East	Green	Street	Pasadena,	CA	91101	

Because	it	believes	in	the	concept	of	personal	accountability	and	in	“paying	it	forward,”	NC	
will	 earmark	 a	 portion	 of	 its	 net	 income	 for	 reinvestment	 into	 the	 community	 through	
sponsorship	and	donations	as	outlined	 in	the	application.	 	NC	views	itself	as	a	community	
partner	 and	 asset	 that	will	 contribute	 to	 the	diversity	 and	vitality	 of	 the	 community	 on	 a	
long-term	basis.		
	
BUSINESS	SUMMARY		
NC	 endeavors	 to	make	 available	 to	 consumers	 over	 the	 age	 of	 21,	 qualified	 patients	 and	
their	 caregivers	 the	 highest	 grade	 cannabis	 and	 cannabis	 products	 available,	 in	 a	
transparent,	 accountable	 manner	 that	 is	 strictly	 compliant	 with	 state	 law	 and	 local	
regulations.	NC	will	be	a	dignified	model	for	the	provision	of	safe	cannabis	products	from	its	
proposed	Green	Street	location.		
	
Consistent	 with	 its	 Mission	 Statement,	 NC	 will	 help	 enhance	 the	 quality	 of	 life	 for	 many	
Pasadena	 residents,	 as	well	 as	 enrich	 its	 commercial	 life,	 by	 providing	 single-earner	 high	
paying	jobs	and	provide	the	City	of	Pasadena	with	additional	tax	revenue.		
	
NC’s	 business	 model	 is	 grounded	 on	 an	 objective,	 realistic	 financial	 model	 based	 on	
historical	performance	in	similarly	situated	enterprises	and	current	trends.	NC	will	rely	on	a	
licensed	and	bonded	CPA	firm	experienced	 in	the	cannabis	trade	to	compile	and	regularly	
vet	its	financial	operations.	In	carrying	out	its	business	activities,	NC	will	rely	on	state-of-the	
art	 inventory	 control,	 EVS	 and	point-of-sale	 systems	 that	 correlate	medical	 and	 adult-use	
cannabis	 transactions	 with	 a	 continually	 updated	 confidential	 and	 HIPPA-compliant	
database	where	applicable.	
	
NC	 will	 endeavor,	 to	 the	 greatest	 extent	 practicable,	 reinvest	 in	 the	 community	 by	
purchasing	products	used	in	its	operations	from	local	businesses	and	using	the	services	of	
local	vendors.	NC’s	education	and	patient	services	programs	will	offer	the	latest	information	
on	 the	 proper	 and	 effective	 uses	 of	 medical	 cannabis,	 the	 best	 ways	 to	 avoid	 misuse	 or	
overconsumption	 of	 the	 medicine,	 and	 proven	 ways	 of	 identifying	 and	 avoiding	
diversionary	activities.		
	
NC’s	consultants	and	advisors	are	leaders	in	the	field	on	such	matters,	and	NC	will	draw	on	
their	leadership	and	expertise	extensively.	NC	has	over	 	in	funding	available	from	
its	principals	to	build-out	the	proposed	Green	Street	faci perate	during	ramp	up.	
	
Based	on	estimated	costs	of	start	up,	estimated	operating	costs,	and	costs	of	goods	sold,	NC	
anticipates	 breaking	 even	 on	 its	 investment	 in	 year	 one	 of	 operations,	 and	 earning	 an	
adjusted	 gross	 thereafter	 averaging	 	 per	 year	 subject	 to	 local,	 state	 and	
federal	taxes.		
	
Sincerely,	
	

	
	
Kenneth	Corben	
Applicant	
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

 
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 

pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 
 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 
 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)  

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 
 
Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  
 
Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  
 
Authorized Agent:  Title:  
 
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
 

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 
 

Full Name:    Date of birth:  
 Last First M.I.   
Mailing 
Address:   
 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

    
 City State ZIP Code 

Phone:  Email:  
 

"NEWCORP"

100% California C-Corp

310-387-7732

ken.d3d@gmail.com

Kenneth Corben Director

Mitch Adkins
Jeff Beckwith
Charlotte Hodgson
Kenneth Corben

Director
Director
Director
Director
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Ownership %  Title:  
 
Social Security No.   Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 
 
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?  
If “yes”, complete section C-1.  
 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 
2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state 
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100) 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057) 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 

 
4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If 
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)              

 
 

YES 
 

 
 

NO 
 

 
5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena 
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 
 
6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?   
    (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  

  Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:  
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  
Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  
Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

Adkins Mitchell James

Mitchsauto@ymail.com

NEWCORP, INC'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership %  Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

30 ner

Mitch s Auto Ser ice
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

•

Mitchell Adkins

1/2 /2019
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

 
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 

pursuant to the California Public Records Act.      

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 
 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 
 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)  

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 
 
Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  
 
Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  
 
Authorized Agent:  Title:  
 
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
 

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 
 

Full Name:    Date of birth:  
 Last First M.I.   
Mailing 
Address:   
 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

    
 City State ZIP Code 

Phone:  Email:  
 

Hodgson   Charlotte     M.

 

mrscharlottehodgson@gmail.com
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Ownership %  Title:  
 
Social Security No.   Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 
 
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?  
If “yes”, complete section C-1.  
 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 
2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state 
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100) 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057) 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 

 
4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If 
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)              

 
 

YES 
 

 
 

NO 
 

 
5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena 
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 
 
6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?   
    (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  

  Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:  
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   

40% Chief Financial Officer

Inspire Charter Schools
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
Date of 
Conviction:  

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration:  

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

 
Details:  
    
Date of 
Conviction:  

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration:  

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  
    
Date of 
Conviction:  

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration:  

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

 
Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
Business 
Name:  

Business 
Address:   

Dates of 
Operation:  Title:   
    
Business 
Name:  

Business 
Address:   

Dates of 
Operation:  Title:   
    
Business 
Name:  

Business 
Address:   

Dates of 
Operation:  Title:   

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 
 

 
 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 
 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature:  Date:  

Printed Name:  
 

1-24-2019

Charlotte Hodgson
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

 
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 

pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 
 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 
 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)  

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 
 
Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  
 
Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  
 
Authorized Agent:  Title:  
 
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
 

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 
 

Full Name:    Date of birth:  
 Last First M.I.   
Mailing 
Address:   
 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

  
 City State ZIP Code 

Phone:  Email:  
 

Corben Kenneth

ken@pacificshielddistribution.com

NEWCORP, INC'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership %  Title:  
 
Social Security No.   Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 
 
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?  
If “yes”, complete section C-1.  
 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 
2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state 
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100) 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057) 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 

 
4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If 
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)              

 
 

YES 
 

 
 

NO 
 

 
5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena 
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 
 
6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?   
    (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.  Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  

  Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:  
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   

31%

Pacific Shield Distribution, LLC

CDPH

BCC

12/05/2018CDPH-T00001495

A/M Type 7 Volatile Solvent Extraction 

METRC Compliance Officer

12-10-2018C11-18-0000393

Distributor
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

 
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 

pursuant to the California Public Records Act.      

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 
 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 
 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)  
 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)  

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 
 
Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  
 
Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  
 
Authorized Agent:  Title:  
 
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
Name:  Title:  
 

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 
 

Full Name:    Date of birth:  
 Last First M.I.   
Mailing 
Address:   
 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

  
 City State ZIP Code 

Phone:  Email:  
 

x

Beckwith Jeffrey J

Beckwith.jeff@gmail.com
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Ownership %  Title:  
 
Social Security No.  Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 
 
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?  
If “yes”, complete section C-1.  
 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 
2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state 
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100) 

YES 
 

 

NO 
 

 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057) 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 

 
4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If 
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)              

 
 

YES 
 

 
 

NO 
 

 
5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena 
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 
 
6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?   
    (PMC §5.78.100) 

 
YES 

 

 
NO 

 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  
    
 
Agency:  License No.   Date Issued:  
Description of 
business:  

  Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:  
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   
    
License 
Authority :  

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

 
Details:   

25

Self Employed

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Government-Issued 

Identification 

Redacted



Submitted	January	31,	2019	

	
	
	

City	of	Pasadena	Retail	Cannabis	Application	
	

“Newcorp,	Inc.”	
767	East	Green	Street	Pasadena,	CA	91101	
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!

!

Applicant(Jeff(Beckwith!!
Evidence! that! Mr.! Beckwith’s! experience! is! from! legally! permitted! activity! is! included! in! the!

attached!exhibits!labeled!BTRC.!!His!pioneering!efforts!in!Los!Angeles!following!the!passage!of!prop!

215!was!the!beginning!of!his!nearly!decade’s!experience!as!a!cannabis!retailer.!Designed!specifically!

to!cater!to!the!needs!of!medicinal!cannabis!patients,!his!medical!collective!was!one!of!the!early!City!

of! Los! Angeles! BTRC! (business! tax! registration! certificate)! registered! tax! paying! operations! that!

still!operates!today.!His!passion!for!providing!quality!cannabis!education!and!products!to!patients!

remains! his! primary! focus.! Combine! this! with! his! significant! experience! in! operating! retail!

operation!from!it’s! infancy!including!all! facets!of!operation!from!product!procurement!to!security!

protocols! to! community! outreach! as! a! significant! part! of!what! he! brings! to! our! proposed!City! of!

Pasadena!retail!cannabis!operation.!

!

Mr.! Beckwith! has! successfully! managed! and! operated!multiple! collectives! throughout! California.!

Currently,!he!is!an!executive!of!TMHR!Collective!Corporation!doing!business!as!The!HoneySpot!in!

Hollywood,!California.!Mr.!Beckwith's!extensive!background!and!financial!planning!experience!has!

proven!valid!again!by!the!successful!outcome!of!The!HoneySpot.!

!

The!HoneySpot!has!become!a!premier!medical!cannabis!collective!in!Los!Angeles!and!it!has!gained!

widespread! recognition! among! the! public! and! the! State! of! California.! Peter! P.! Swistak!

President/CEO!of!Cavan!Ventures!Inc.!states:!"The!depth!and!scope!of!Jeff!Beckwith's!knowledge!is!

something!that!Cavan!is!very!fortunate!to!have!access!to!as!we!believe!he!is!definitely!the!best!in!his!

field!with!an!extensive!bio!and!proven!track!record.!He!will!add!tremendous!value,!credibility!and!

unique!knowledge!to!Cavan!in!becoming!a!leader!in!the!medical!marijuana!and!hemp!industry.!We!

are! excited! to! have! Mr.! Beckwith! available! to! us! while! we! conduct! dueXdiligence! in! the!

agricultural/medicinal!marijuana!space."!

!

Mr.! Beckwith! also! maintains! an! extensive! background! in! managing! financial! institutions! in! the!

United!States.!He!was!involved!in!managing!financial!institutions!by!overseeing!that!all!regulations!

and! requirements! were!met! for!multiXmillion! dollar! accounts.! During! his! tenure! in! the! financial!

markets,!as!a! licensed!financial!advisor,!Mr.!Beckwith!also!provided!financial!planning!services!to!

individual!investors!and!businesses.!

!

Mr.!Beckwith!has!been!able!to!bring!his!extensive!knowledge!and!experience!in!managing!financial!

institutions! to! successfully! setting! higher! benchmarks! with! competitors! in! the!medical! cannabis!

industry.! This! experience! and! expertise! has! allowed! Mr.! Beckwith! to! set! new! standards! in! the!

medical!cannabis!community!and!he!continues!to!raise!the!bar!for!his!competitors.!

!

Mr.!Beckwith!has!served!as! the!advisor! for!8!medical!cannabis!clubs! in!California.!As! the!advisor,!

Mr.!Beckwith!has!successfully!helped!set!up,!implement,!and!structured!the!clubs!in!order!for!them!

to!operate!in!a!prosperous!and!successful!manner.!Many!clubs!seek!the!advice!and!services!of!Mr.!

Beckwith!for!helping!them!begin!their!ventures!as!a!medical!cannabis!entity.!

!

Mr.!Beckwith! also! continues!his!Advisor! role! for! these! clubs!by! continuing! to!provide!his!widely!

recognized! skills! and! service! to! them! for! the! daily! operations! of! the! club.! This! allows! medical!

cannabis!clubs!to!successfully!accomplish!and!meet!their!goals!as!a!popular!and!highly!rated!club.!

!
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Mr.!Beckwith!not!only!has!the!passion!to!serve!individuals!in!need!of!medical!cannabis!by!providing!

them! superior! cannabis! based! medicine,! but! he! also! has! the! expertise! of! implementing! and!

structuring!medical!cannabis!clubs!to!prosper!in!a!successful!and!legal!way.!

!

As!a!result!of!Mr.!Beckwith's!efforts,!The!HoneySpot!was!awarded!with!top!concentrates!from!the!

High! Times! Cannabis! Cup! event.! The! HoneySpot! was! given! first! place! at! the! Cali! Cup! for! best!

concentrate!in!2014.!

!

Applicant(Kenneth(Corben(
Evidence!that!Mr.!Corben’s!experience!is!from!legally!permitted!activity!is!included!in!the!Pasadena!

application! with! his! state! licensing! information.! ! Following! his! graduation! from! the! San! Diego!

County! Sheriff’s! academy! in! 1987,! Deputy! Corben!went! on! to! serve!more! than! 13! years! for! the!

Special!Enforcement!Detail.!The!expertise!he!developed!moved!him!through!the!ranks!to!become!a!

training!officer!within!the!agency!and!later!assigned!to!conduct!interagency!training.!

!

Following!his!retirement! in!2001,!Mr.!Corben!pursued!a!career!as!a!nonXfiction!filmmaker! for!the!

likes! of! Discovery! Channel! and! National! Geographic.! He! received!multiple! EMMY! awards! for! his!

works!that!include!such!hits!as!Shark!Week,!Deadliest!Catch!and!other!global!audience!favorites.!He!

managed!large!production!teams!and!high!dollar!budgets!from!remote!locations!around!the!world!

from!the!Arctic!to!the!Antarctic.!

!

Mr.! Corben! then!obtained!his! California! general! contractors! license! to! commence!his! passion! for!

construction!and!redevelopment.!In!2016,!he!began!building!facilities!for!cannabis!clients!and!was!

inspired! to! make! an! investment! in! the! burgeoning! space.! His! first! acquisitions! were! three!

commercial!properties!in!Long!Beach.!!

!

Following! the! state’s! transition! to! a! fully! regulated! market! in! 2018,! Mr.! Corben! obtained! state!

licenses!for!volatile!manufacturing!and!distribution!based!in!Long!Beach.!While!building!a!state!of!

the! art! volatile! manufacturing! facility! in! Long! Beach,! he! commenced! licensed! distribution!

operations! in! early! 2018! raising! the! bar! for! compliance! and! corporate! practices! in! the! fledgling!

legal!cannabis!business.!His!work!as!a! licensed!distributor!for!adult!use!and!medicinal! led!him!all!

over! the! state! of! California! from! testing! labs! to! cultivation! farms! to!manufacturing! facilities! and!

retail!outlets.!

!

Mr.!Corben!maintains!currency!on!compliance!practices!through!his!membership!in!organizations!

such! as! NCIA! and! completed! the! required! Franwell!METRC! training! as! administrator! for! annual!

licensees.!His!state!wide!distribution!experience!to!date!includes!skill!sets!including!cultivation!and!

excise!tax!calculations!and!collections,!orchestrating!and!supervising!payments!to!CDTFA,!expertise!

in!compliant!packaging,!developing!standard!operating!procedures!for!quarantine!and!third!party!

lab!testing!of!cannabis!products,!best!practices!for!documenting!lab!testing!results!COA!(certificate!

of! authenticity),! state! wide! transportation! security! protocols! for! cannabis! products,! secure! cash!

management!practices!and!an!in!depth!knowledge!of!all!cannabis!products!from!flower!to!edibles.!

!

His! California! cannabis! industry! knowledge! and! experience! to! date! combine! to! place! him! at! the!

leading! edge! of! the! compliant! California! cannabis! market! while! practicing! and! maintaining! an!

ethical!code!of!conduct!from!his!original!peace!officer!oath!to!uphold!the!state!constitution!with!!

!
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!

respect! to! enforcement!of! industry!practices!best!described! in! the!Cole!Memo! regarding!Title!31!

compliance!and!antiXdiversion!practices.!

!

Applicant(Mitch(Adkins((
LongXstanding!City!of!Pasadena!Business! community!member!with!no!prior! cannabis!experience.!

Since!1985,!Mitch!has!shown!a!sense!of!commitment!and!dedication!to!the!city!of!Pasadena.!When!

the!owner!of!Steve’s!Little!Engine!Shop!wanted!to!retire,!Mitch!knew!that!he!could!keep!operating!

the!business!to!the!highest!standard!and!continue!to!serve!the!community.!While!some!might!find!it!

easier!to!relocate,!Mitch,!who!was!22!years!old!at!the!time,!went!to!US!Bank!and!secured!a! !

loan!to!retrofit!the!building!to!Pasadena!city!standards.!Doing!this!ensured!that!his!auto!b !

would!become!a!pillar!of!the!neighborhood!for!27!years!to!come.!

!!

As!a!small!business!owner!determined!to!better!the!local!economy!of!Pasadena,!Mitch’s!Auto!Body!

strived! in!creating!a! team!of! likeXminded,!communityXdriven! individuals.!With!a! team!made!up!of!

local!mechanics,!all!of!whom!live!in!Pasadena,!Mitch!was!able!to!foster!a!working!environment!that!

had!a!strong!sense!of!hometown!pride.!

!!

Because!Mitch!takes!pride!in!his!city!being!the!best!it!can!be,!his!shop!has!serviced!other!prominent!

and!hardworking!members!of! the! area.!Pasadena!Forest! Service! vehicles,! the!Pasadena!Salvation!

Army,! Tetra! Tech,! HCI! Systems,!Magic! Cleaners,! and! a! handful! of! other! local! businesses! have! all!

been!on!the!receiving!end!of!Mitch’s!Auto!Body’s!excellent!customer!service.!Additionally,!Mitch!has!

been!fortunate!enough!to!be!recognized!for!his!efforts,!being!named!“Best!Auto!Repair!Shop”!year!

after!year!in!outlets!like!Pasadena!Weekly!(see!exhibit!attachment).!

!!

With!27!years!of!managing!a!successful!City!of!Pasadena!autoXrepair!shop,!Mitch!has!come!to!know!

hundreds!and!hundreds!of!customers!who!have!graced!his!garage.!From!a!newly!licensed!student!at!

Pasadena!High!getting!their!tires!on!their!first!car!rotated,!to!the!couple!across!the!street!who!needs!

an!oil! change!on! the! family!minivan,! the!most! everyday!occasion!becomes! extraordinary!when! a!

communityXdriven!business!like!Mitch’s!Auto!Service!gets!the!chance!to!help!the!people!who!matter!

most,!their!neighbors.!

!

Applicant(Charlotte(Hodgson((
No! prior! licensed! cannabis! experience,! however,! Mrs.! Hodgson! currently! serves! as! a! managing!

member! and! is! the! Chief! Financial! Officer! of! two! cannabidiol! (CBD)! businesses! for! pets! and!

humans.!Going!on!her!thirteenth!year!immersed!in!education!and!5!years!in!business,!Mrs.!Hodgson!

has! actively! pursued! expos,! trainings,! workshops,! internships,! mentorships,! and! taken! classes!

surrounding!the!science!and!medicine!of!cannabis.!!!

She! is! an! advocate! for! veterans! and! people! suffering! from! addiction,! Mrs.! Hodgson! is! currently!

working!on!a!social!purpose!corporation!that!will!provide!free!cannabidiol!(CBD)!for!these!groups!

afflicted!with! neurological! disorders.!!She! has! a! passion! for! helping! others! achieve! the! necessary!

steps! to! lead! them! to! success! through! the! proper! care! of! brain,! immune,! and! gut! health! and!

awareness.!!!

Prior!to!working!in!education!and!the!CBD!industry,!Charlotte!Hodgson!served!in!the!Army!National!

Guard! as! a! Combat! Medic! for! 8! years! and! was! honorably! discharged! in! 2005,! with! the! rank! of!

Specialist.!!Mrs.! Hodgson! received! her! Masters! in! Education! and! Human! Development! from! the!

University!of!LaVerne.!!!

(
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NonL(Applicant(Chairman(of(the(Board(of(Directors(Lev(Bayer(
NonXequity!involvement!and!no!prior!licensed!cannabis!experience,!Lev!Bayer!is!nominated!as!the!

chairman!of!the!board!of!directors!for!the!California!corporation!to!be!formed!upon!licensure!from!

the!City!of!Pasadena!to!operate!a!cannabis!retail!and!home!delivery!company.!Lev!is!the!founder!of!

The!Bayer!Foundation!working!to!help!those!in!need!with!treatment,!medication,!therapy,!medical!

bills! and! to! end! chronic! pain.! He! will! develop! and! deploy! the! medicinal! cannabis! outreach! and!

patient! delivery! program! that! will! operate! under! the! proposed! licensed! operation! in! Pasadena!

designed!to!serve!the!chronic!pain!and!community!members!suffering!from!other!health!ailments.!

!

His! organization! created! a! network! of! top! physicians! to! accept! patients! at! low! premiums.! In!

addition,! integrating! spinal! cord! stimulators! with! positioning! to! get! greater! pain! coverage.! The!

foundation!also!works!on!standardizing!pain!forms!to!providing!knowledge!including!rehabilitation!

without! surgery.! Mr.! Bayer! has! been! a! guest! speaker! in! eight! foreign! countries! and! over! 400!

colleges! including! Oxford,! Harvard,! Yale,! Princeton,! and! MIT.!!

!

As! the! CEO! of! the!Washington! Internship! Program! he! turned! the! company! from! a! small! family!

business! into! one! of! the! largest! internship! program! in! the! world.! The! organization! staffed! both!

Republicans! and! Democrats.! Mr.! The! program! has! had! students! from! 900! universities! and! 101!

countries!placed!through!virtually!every!Federal!Office!and!throughout!the!private!sector.!Mr.!Bayer!

has! worked! in! sales,! creative! marketing,! development! and! digital! marketing! for! 16! years.!!

!

Mr.!Bayer!was! the!director!of!marketing! for! the!Princeton!Review!where!he! focused!on! students!

with! learning! disabilities.! Lev! has! consulted! for! multiple! successful! startups! now! on! the! Apple!

store.!!

!

As!an! intern! in! the!White!House!he!contributed! to!antiXdrug!policy!as!part!of!$175!millionXdollar!

advertising!campaign.!For!his!work,!he!was!awarded!the!White!House!Special!Recognition!Award.!

Mr.! Bayer’s! interns! have! been! a! part! of! new! treatments! for! Grouchy! syndrome! at! NIH.!!

!

As! a! student,! Lev!was! the!Treasurer! for! the!Georgetown!University! Student!Association! and!The!

president! for! JSA.! Mr.! Bayer’s! publications! include! “A! Disconnected! Table”,! frontispiece! by! Dr.!

William!Cruickshank.!Mr.!Bayer!is!also!the!author!of!“No!Voice,!No!Choice;!The!Plight!of!Children!in!

Divorce”.!

!

DayLtoLDay(Operations(of(Ownership(Team(
(
We!have!assembled!an!ownership!team!that!addresses!each!critical!facet!of!owning!and!operating!a!

longXterm!successful!retail!cannabis!business!and!creates!an!upstanding!community!member!in!the!

City!of!Pasadena.!The!cover!letter!and!contents!of!this!application!explain!in!detail!the!intent!of!our!

team!to!meet!or!exceed! the!mandates!and!vision! the!citizens!and!City!of!Pasadena!expect! from!a!

professional!member!of!the!community.!The!company’s!board!of!directors!described!above!will!!

provide!the!following!skills!and!expertise!in!the!dayXtoday!operations.!

!

Jeff!Beckwith!will! serve!as!director!of! retail,!He!will! supervise!and!be! responsible! for! the!dayXtoX

dayoperations! of! maintaining! strict! adherence! to! the! company’s! standard! operating! procedures!

outlined!in!this!application.!He!will!provide!hands!on!supervision!and!training!of!the!two!general!!

!
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(

managers,!long!standing!Pasadena!business!community!members!Mitch!Adkins!and!his!son!Brad!

Adkins.!!

!

Mr.!Beckwith!will!also!supervise!the!daily!POS!reporting!and!data!management!with!IT!and!the!

initial!and!ongoing!training!and!performance!of!all!retail!employees!including!delivery!drivers!given!

his!extensive!experience!in!both!retail!and!delivery.!His!daily!duties!also!include!review!of!product!

inventory!and!sales!to!adjust!to!the!local!consumer!and!patient!needs,!supervising!patient!outreach!

program,!product!procurement!protocol!and!general!customer!relations!and!satisfaction.!

!

Kenneth! Corben!will! supervise! dayXtoXday! security! operations,! cash!management! protocol,! state!

and!city!compliance,!METRC!administration,!vendor!product!delivery!to!retail,! inventory!security,!

vetting!of!all!vendors!and!distributors!for!compliance!with!licensing!and!insurance,!safety!training!

and!supervision!of!delivery!drivers!and!general! safety!and!welfare!of!all! employees,!patients!and!

customers.! He! will! serve! as! the! NC! Chief! of! Compliance! and! the! NC! designated! security! liaison!

pursuant! to!Pasadena(Business( Licenses( and(Regulations( Code( 5.78.160(B( available! to!meet!
with! Pasadena! City! Manger! or! his/her! designee! at! any! time! regarding! security! and! operational!

issues.! He! is! currently! California! METRC! trained! and! certified! as! compliance! officer! for!

manufacturing!and!distribution.!This!includes!responsible!to!ensure!strict!compliance!with!all!laws!

and! regulations! as! it! relates! to! the! company’s! operations.! In! particular,! he! shall! devote! special!

attention! to! important! compliance! areas! like! diversion! of! medical! cannabis! to! the! nonXmedical!

market,!compliance!with!testing,!packaging!and!labeling!protocols,!and!reporting!to!governmental!

agencies.! As! such,! he! will! also! be! responsible! for! ensuring! an! uninterrupted! supply! cannabis!

products!that!meets!the!needs!of!Pasadena’s!consumer!and!patient!base.!!

!

Mitch! Adkins! will! serve! as! the! community! liaison.! His! decades! of! community! membership! in!

Pasadena!will!ensure!compliance!with!city!ordinances!and!fulfill!public!relation!requirements.!He!

and! his! son! Brad! Adkins! will! also! share! the! role! of! general! manager! under! the! training! and!

supervision!of!Jeff!Beck!for!retail!operations!and!Kenneth!Corben!for!compliance!and!security.!The!

general! managers! are! responsible! for! adhering! to! the! standard! operating! procedures! of! the!

company!as!outlined!in!this!application.!!

!

In addition, the general managers are directly responsible for employee supervision, facility supervision 
and all other duties outlined in the SOP for daily operations to comply with safe and compliant 
operations.  
Opening Responsibilities 
The!opening!responsibilities!will!primarily!be!comprised!of!getting!the!!cannabis!products!facility!

ready!for!the!day's!production.!This!will!consist!of!the!following:!!

•!!Prepping!retail!area!for!the!day!!
•!!Determine!quantity!of!products!needed!for!the!day’s!operations!!
•!!Pull!medical!and!adult!use!cannabis!products!from!safe!in!secured!access!area!!
!

Closing!Responsibilities!!

The!closing!responsibilities!will!primarily!be!comprised!of!closing!the!retail!cannabis!facility!and!

securing!product!for!safe!storage!throughout!the!night.!Closing!responsibilities!will!consist!of!the!

following:!!

•!!Filling!out!daily!production!log!sheet!!
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(
(

•!Uploading!ending!daily!inventory!to!back!up!server!
•!Having!manager!verify!inventory!quantities!are!correct!!
!!Inventory!reconciliation!X!If!there!is!a!discrepancy,!management!will!proceed!per!SOP.!
•!!Pulling!all!medical!cannabis!products!to!be!stored!in!a!safe!in!a!secure!access!area!for!
nightly!storage!!

•!!Close!and!secure!facility!for!nightly!closure!!
!

Charlotte!Hodgson!will!conduct!all!marketing!for!retail!and!home!delivery.!She!will!work!with!Lev!

Bayer!and!Jeff!Beckwith!while!directly!managing!and!operating!the!home!delivery!component!of!the!

operation.!Daily!tasks!include!delivery!track!and!trace!reporting,!age!and!patient!verification!data!

collection! and! back! up,! IT! interface!management! for! compliance! of! home! delivery! and! all! other!

requirements!set!forth!in!the!company’s!SOP!for!marketing!and!home!delivery!operations.(
!

(
SECTION(2:(BUSINESS(PLAN(
(
SubLSection(2A:(OPERATIONS(
(
!

Standard(Operating(Procedures((SOP)(
!

CORPORATE(STRUCTURE((
The!licensee!“Newcorp”!(NC),!formal!name!and!formation!pending!issuance!of!Pasadena!approval!
for!adult!use!and!medicinal!cannabis!retail!and!home!delivery,!will!serve!as!a!California!registered!

corporation!established!to!meet!the!required!and!applicable!city,!state!and!federal!requirements!for!

operations.!

!

DUTIES(OF(BOARD(of(DIRECTORS((
The!NC!Board!of!Directors!are:!

1)!Jeff!Beckwith!(Applicant)!–!Jeff!has!nearly!two!decades!of!practical!cannabis!retail!experience.!

2)!Mitchell!Adkins!(Applicant)!–!Nearly!30!years!experience!serving!the!community!of!Pasadena.!

3)!Charlotte!Hodgson!(Applicant)!–!Decorated!US!veteran!with!8!years!of!service!as!a!medic.!

4)!Kenneth!Corben!(Applicant)!–!Owner/Operator!of!CA!licensed!manufacturing!and!distribution.!

5)!Lev!Bayer!(NonXapplicant/No!Equity)!–!Healthcare!and!chronic!pain!management!advocate.!

NC! consists! of! a! fiveXmember!board! of! directors! (BOD)!with! a! mandate! to! establish! policies! for!
corporate!management! and! oversight,!making! decisions! on!major! company! issues! and! hires! key!

management!personnel.!The!BOD!are!bound!by!the!mission!statement,!representations!asserted!in!

this! document,! operational! manuals! and! statements! in! support! of! its! application! to! the! City! of!

Pasadena.!

!

COMPLIANCE(OFFICER(
Kenneth!Corben!!

!

COMMUNITY(LIAISON(DIRECTOR(
Mitch!Adkins!
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(
!

Standard(Operating(Procedures((SOP)(Cont’d(
!

PATIENT(OUTREACH(DIRECTOR(
Lev!Bayer!

!

HOME(DELIVERY(LOGISTICS(DIRECTOR(
Charlotte!Hodgson!

!

OPERATIONS(OVERVIEW((
NC’s!operations!provide!complete!public!accountability,!policy!transparency!and!security,!through!a!

dignified! cannabis! industry! business! model.! Automated! accounting! systems! and! the! use! of! an!

outside!third!party!accounting!company!will!insure!the!accuracy!of!its!information.!!

!

1)!A!secure!entrance!and!exit;!!

2)!Plumbing!that!satisfies!the!following!characteristics:!!

(a)!!Potable!water!that!meets!the!standards!prescribed!in!the!Primary!Drinking!Water!

Regulations,!40!C.F.R.!Part!141!and!which!is!provided!under!continuous!positive!pressure;!!

(b)!!A!system!free!of!defects!that!could!contribute!to!the!contamination!of!any!Products;!!

(c)!!Drains!are!of!adequate!size!and,!where!connected!directly!to!a!sewer,!are!provided!with!

an!air!break!or!other!mechanical!device!to!prevent!backX!siphonage;!!

3)!Sufficient!areas!in!the!dispensary!to!facilitate!cleaning,!maintenance!and!proper!operations;!!

4)!Adequate!space!for!the!orderly!placement!of!equipment!and!materials!to!prevent!miscalculation!

or!misuse!of!any!component!in!any!step!of!the!manufacture,!control,!packaging,!labeling!or!

distribution!of!cannabis!or!cannabis!products!between!different!components,!product!containers,!

closures,!labels,!inXprocess!materials!and!cannabis!or!cannabis!products!and!to!prevent!

contamination;!!

5)!Bathrooms!with:!!

(a)!!Flushable!toilets;!!

(b)!!Sinks!with!running!water;!!

(c)!!Mounted!toilet!tissues;!!

(d)!!Soap!dispensers!(with!soap),!and!!

(e)!!Single!use!towels!in!a!mounted!dispenser/mechanical!hand!dryer;!!

6)!At!least!one!hand!washing!sink!in!the!dispensary!that!is!not!located!in!the!bathroom;!!

7)!Storage!areas!in!the!dispensary!for!edible!and!infused!products!(or!materials!used!in!the!

preparation!of!such!products)!separate!from!storage!areas!for!toxic!or!flammable!materials;!!

8)!Sanitary!processing!in!the!dispensary,!which!includes!as!appropriate:!!

(a)!!Floors,!walls!and!ceilings!made!of!smooth,!hard!easily!cleanable!surfaces;!!

(b)!!Temperature!and!humidity!controls;!!

(c)!An!air!supply!filtered!through!highXefficiency!particulate!air!filters!under!positive!

pressure;!!

(d)!!A!system!for!monitoring!environmental!conditions;!!

(e)!!A!system!for!cleaning!and!sanitizing!rooms!and!equipment;!and!!

(f)!!A!system!for!maintaining!any!equipment!used!to!control!sanitary!conditions;!!
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(
9)!Adequate!lighting!in!all!areas!of!the!establishment,!as!follows:!!

(a)!!At!least!20!foot!candles!(215!lux):!!

{i}!!At!a!distance!of!30!inches!(75!cm)!above!the!floor!in!walkXin!refrigeration!units!and!

areas!for!storage!of!dry!cannabis!products!and!in!other!areas!and!rooms!during!periods!of!

cleaning;!!

{ii}!!Inside!equipment!such!as!reachXin!and!underXcounter!refrigerators;!and!!

{iii}!!At!a!distance!of!30!inches!(75!cm)!above!the!floor!in!areas!used!for!hand!washing!and!

equipment!and!utensil!storage!and!in!toilet!rooms;!!

(b)!!At!least!50!foot!candles!(540!lux):!!

{i}!!At!a!surface!where!an!employee!engaged!in!the!handling!of!edibles!or!infused!products!

is!working!with!cannabis!products!or!working!with!utensils!or!equipment!

{ii}!!At!any!location!or!operation!where!employee!safety!is!a!factor;!!

10)!An!HVAC!system!throughout!that!provides!adequate!ventilation!and!which!includes!the!

following!features:!!

(a)!!Equipment!for!adequate!control!over!air!pressure,!microorganisms,!dust,!humidity!and!

temperature!when!appropriate!for!the!manufacture,!processing,!packaging!or!holding!of!

cannabis!products;!!

(b)!!Filtration!systems,!including!(when!appropriate)!preXfilters!and!particulate!matter!air!

filters,!on!air!supplies!to!production!areas,!with!the!intakes!placed!in!areas!of!highest!

anticipated!contaminant!concentration;!and!!

(c)!!Exhaust!and!other!systems!adequate!to!control!odor!and!contaminants,!with!a!

ventilation!rate!of!at!least!15cfm/occupant!based!on!occupancy!of!30!persons!at!any!given!

time.!!

!

DESCRIPTION(OF(PRODUCTS(AND(SERVICES((
NC!will! provide! a!wide! variety! of! the! highest! quality!medicinal! and! adult! use! cannabis! products!

available.!Different!varieties!of!medical!cannabis!can!provide!different!palliative!effects,!from!pain!

relief!to!appetite!stimulus!to!stress!relief!and!even!to!metabolic!controls!of!things!such!as!diabetes.!

Medical! cannabis! also! comes! in! different! strengths! (a! range! of! concentrations! of! the! active!

ingredients).! NC! will! offer! a! sufficient! variety! of! medical! cannabis! to! provide! relief! from! many!

known!ailments,!and!will!keep!abreast!of!the!ongoing!research!by!industry!professionals!to!further!

refine! the! product! line! it! dispenses! from! a!medical! standpoint! and! to! obtain! further! varietals! to!

address!medical!conditions!for!which!its!use!is!authorized!under!California!law.!!

!

NC! will! offer! topical! and! edible! cannabis! products! that! are! nonXpsychoactive! and! high! in! CBD!

content,! plus! educational! materials! and! patient! support! programs! about! the! different! types! of!

medical! cannabis! available! and! the! different! means! for! ingesting! cannabis.! NC! will! also! offer!

products! for! the! consumption! of! cannabis,! including! vaporizing! devices.! NC! will! provide! salves,!

tinctures,!balms!and!creams,!as!well!as!products!developed!specifically! to! treat! seizure!disorders!

and!metabolic!disorders!such!as!diabetes!and!obesity.!!

!
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(
Medical! and!adult!use! cannabis! sold!by!NC!will!be! compliant!with!all!BCC!mandated! testing!by!a!

qualified!third!party!testing!laboratory,!and!the!results!of!that!testing!will!be!available!to!consumers!

and! patients! prior! to! purchasing! cannabis! products.! This! information! will! be! used! to! inform!

purchase!decisions.!!

!

All!products!from!licensed!distributors!will!be!evaluated!for!compliance!including!tamper!evident!

childproof!packaging!in!accordance!with!state!law,!addressed!fully!under!our!product!procurement!

section.!All!operations!will!be!policyXandXprocedureXdriven!to!assure!consistency!of!compliant!high!

quality!products.!!

!

DAYLTOLDAY(OPERATIONAL(METHODS(&(PROCEDURES((
Overview!of!the!standard!daily!operation!policies!and!procedures!of!NC.!!

!

Hours(of(Operation((Pasadena(Zoning(Ordinance(17.50.066(D.(6.(a.)(
NC!will!be!open!to!consumers,!qualified!patients!and!their!primary!caregivers,!from!7:00!am!to!

10:00!pm,!Monday!through!Sunday.!These!hours!will!be!posted!at!or!near!the!entrance!to!the!

facility.!The!hours!of!operation!may!be!subject!to!reduction.!

!

Age(Verification(Protocol((Pasadena(Zoning(Ordinance(17.50.066(D.(6.(b.)(
NC!will!utilize!Semicron)Systems)ID/e)Readers!both!in!store!and!for!home!delivery.!This!system!
detects!fraudulent!and!altered!ID’s!and!maintains!a!compliance!record!for!all!sales.!Medicinal!

Patients!will!be!evaluated!for!all!required!documentation!to!verify!physician’s!recommendation!and!

18!years!of!age!or!older.!Adult!Use!Consumers!will!be!required!to!provide!government!issued!ID!

verifying!they!are!not!under!21!years!of!age.!

Patient(Verification(Protocol((
NC!will!employ!the!following!procedures!in!verifying!consumers,!patients!and!their!caregivers!and!

in!tracking!the!cannabis!such!persons!acquire!or!attempt!to!acquire:!!

1)!Confirm!that!all!persons!seeking!to!acquire!cannabis!hold!a!valid!physician’s!recommendation!or!

Patient!ID!Card!as!a!qualified!patient!or!a!primary!caregiver!of!such!a!patient,!including!by!mean!

that:!!

(a)!!Confirm!the!identity!of!the!holder!of!the!Patient!ID!Card!or!recommendation;!!

(b)!!Confirm!that!the!Patient!ID!Card!or!recommendation!presented!by!such!person!is!valid!

and!has!not!been!falsified,!revoked!suspended!or!voided;!!

(c)!!Confirm!that!the!patient!or!caregiver!has!become,!or!will!become,!a!member;!!

(d)!!Confirm!that!a!primary!caregiver!seeking!to!purchase!cannabis!has!been!designated!as!

such!by!a!qualified!patient!on!whose!behalf!the!cannabis!is!sought!and!that!such!patient!has!

not!concurrently!designated!more!than!one!primary!caregiver.!!

2)!Establishing!a!patient!record!for!each!holder!of!the!Patient!ID!Card!or!recommendation!who!

obtains!products!from!the!dispensary,!including!by!means!of!an!encrypted!EVS!for!each!such!

person!that!includes:!!

(a)!!The!patient!or!caregiver!ID!number;!!
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(b)!!The!date!on!which!the!ID!or!recommendation!was!issued!to!such!person;!!

(c)!!The!date!on!which!the!ID!or!recommendation!is!to!expire;!!

[3]!!Verifying!that!the!amount!of!cannabis!requested!is!within!lawful!limits;!!

4)!Establishing!an!encrypted!Electronic!Verification!System!(EVS)!that!records,!in!real!time!with!a!

date!and!time!stamp:!!

(a)!!The!name!and!number!of!the!ID!card!presented!for!the!qualified!patient!or!primary!

caregiver;!!

(b)!!The!type!and!amount!of!cannabis!dispensed!and!the!date/time!it!was!dispensed;!!

(c)!!Whether!the!cannabis!was!dispensed!to!the!qualified!patient!or!primary!caregiver;!and!!

(d)!!The!name!and!employee!ID!number!of!the!person!dispensing!the!cannabis;!!

5)!Making!entries!in,!and!maintenance,!patient!records!that:!!

(a)!!Are!accessible!only!by!an!employees!of!the!dispensary!authorized!by!the!policies!and!

procedures!of!the!dispensary!to!make!an!entry,!which!is!dated!and!signed!by!the!employee!

recording!the!entry;!!

(b)!!Identifies!by!name!and!employee!number!the!employee!recording!the!entry;!and!!

(c)!!Identifies!the!patient!or!caregiver!by!name,!date!of!birth,!and,!where!applicable!Patient!

ID!number;!!

(d)!!includes!a!copy!of!the!patient/caregiver!ID!and!physician!recommendation;!!

(e)!!Documents,!by!weight!and!potency,!edibles!and!infused!products!acquired;!!

(f)!!Documents!by!date!each!time!a!qualified!patient!or!primary!caregiver!does!not!obtain!

cannabis,!together!with!a!statement!of!the!reasons!why!the!product!was!not!provided;!!

(g)!!Is!not!changed!to!make!the!initial!entry!illegible;!!

(h)!!Is!protected!from!loss,!damage!or!unauthorized!access!or!use!!

6)!For!electronically!maintained!records!(including!EVS):!!

(a)!!Where!electronic!signatures!are!used!to!sign!an!entry,!the!employee!whose!signature!

the!corresponding!electronic!code!represents!is!accountable!for!the!use!of!the!electronic!

signature;!!

(b)!!There!are!safeguards!to!prevent!unauthorized!access,!including!by!means!of!encryption;!

and!!

(c)!!The!date!and!time!of!an!entry!in!a!patient!record!is!recorded!electronically!by!an!

internal!clock.!!

!

!

Breach(of(Security(Protocol!(Pasadena(Business(Licenses(&(Regulations(5.78.160(E.(1L4)!
NC!will!notify!the!Pasadena!City!Manager!or!his/her!designee!within!24!hours!of!any!and!all!

breaches!of!security!to!include!inventory!discrepancy,!theft!and!loss!of!records.!!

!

General(Procedures,(Practices(and(Guidelines—Basic(Standards((
NC!will!implement!the!following!basic!operating!standards!in!addition!to!the!specific!standards!as!

discussed!elsewhere!in!this!document!and!in!the!Employee!Handbook!&!Operations!Manual:!!

!
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(
1)!Information!will!be!posted!in!a!conspicuous!place!at!or!near!the!primary!secured!

entrance/patient!lobby!to!the!premises,!as!follows:!!

(a)!A!copy!of!the!NC’s!registration,!business!license!and!any!other!authorization!to!conduct!

business;!!

(b)!NC’s!hours!of!operation;!and!!

(c)!The!name!and!telephone!number!of!NC’s!community!liaison!director!who!is!authorized!

to!receive!and!respond!to!complaints!or!concerns!about!its!operations;!!

2)!Fully!integrated!POS!software!to!provide!accurate!track!and!trace!of!inventory!at!all!times;!!

3)!Operations!will!be!performed!within!specifically!defined!areas!of!adequate!size,!and!which!does!

not!emit!an!odor!that!is!detectable!from!outside!the!facility;!!

4)!There!will!be!separate!secure!areas!with!access!control!systems!for!the!operations!as!necessary!

to!track!and!trace!distribution!of!cannabis!during!the!course!of!the!following!procedures:!!

(a)!!Receipt,!identification,!storage!and!inventory!documenting;!

(b)!!Holding!rejected!products!before!disposition;!!

(c)!!Controlled!access!storage!before!the!release!of!daily!cannabis!or!cannabis!product!

inventory;!!

5)!Cannabis!products!will!not!be!dispensed!until!required!Quality!Assurance!(QA)!Procedures!have!

been!completed;!the!product!will!not!be!not!treated!or!adulterated!with!any!compound!that!alters!

its!appearance,!color,!weight!or!smell;!!

6)!Persons!entitled!to!be!on!the!premises!without!a!visitor!ID!card!are!limited!to:!!

(a)!!Consumers!21!or!over,!qualified!patients!and!their!primary!caregivers;!!

(b)!!City!of!Pasadena!personnel!conducting!inspections;!!

(c)!!Visitors!displaying!a!visitor!ID!badge,!which!is!to!be!returned!on!departure,!who!must!

be!escorted/monitored!while!on!the!premises;!!

7)!Each!person!who!is!engaged!in!handling!cannabis!products!practices!good!sanitation!and!health!

habits,!wears!clean!clothing!appropriate!for!the!duties!he!or!she!performs!!

9)!Prohibition!of!consumption!of!cannabis!on!the!premises!!

10)!Job!descriptions!and!employment!contracts!will!be!provided!that,!included!provisions!relating!

to:!!

(a)!!The!duties,!authority,!responsibilities!and!qualifications!of!personnel;!!

(b)!!Supervision!of!personnel;!!

(c)!!Training!in!and!adherence!to!confidentiality!requirements;!!

(d)!!Periodic!performance!evaluations;!and!!

(e)!!Disciplinary!actions;!!

10)!Maintenance!of!business!records!such!as!manual/computerized!records!of!assets!and!liabilities,!

monetary!transactions,!journals,!ledgers!and!supporting!documents,!including!agreements,!checks,!

invoices!and!vouchers;!!

11)!Development!of!both!consumer!and!patient!education!and!support!materials,!including!with!

regard!to:!!

(a)!!The!availability!of!different!strains!of!cannabis!and!the!purported!effects!of!the!different!

strains;!!
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(

(b)!!Information!about!the!purported!effectiveness!of!various!methods,!forms!and!routes!of!

administering!medical!cannabis;!and!!

(c)!!Prohibition!on!the!smoking!of!cannabis!in!public!places,!places!open!to!the!public!and!

places!exposed!to!public!view;!!

12)!Use!of!proper!sanitation!methods!and!techniques,!including!with!regard!to:!!

(a)!!Assigning!responsibility!for!sanitation;!!

(b)!!Describing!the!cleaning!schedules,!methods,!equipment!and!materials!to!be!used!in!

cleaning!the!buildings!and!facilities!of!the!medical!cannabis!establishment;!!

(c)!!Identifying!the!use!of!appropriate!rodenticides,!insecticides,!fungicides,!fumigating!

agents!and!cleaning!and!sanitizing!agents;!!

(d)!Ensuring!that!all!sanitation!procedures!apply!to!work!performed!by!contractors!or!

temporary!employees!and!work!performed!by!fullXtime!and!regular!employee!during!the!

ordinary!course!of!operations;!!

13)! Recording! transactions,! including! purchases,! denials! of! sale,! any! delivery! options,!

confidentiality!and!retention!through!an!encrypted!EVS!!

14)!Patient!and!consumer!education!and!support,!including,!without!limitation!:!!

(a)!!The!availability!of!different!strains!of!cannabis!and!the!purported!effects!of!the!different!

strains;!!

(b)!!Information!about!the!purported!effectiveness!of!various!methods,!forms!and!routes!of!

administering!medical!and!adult!use!cannabis;!and!!

(c)!!Prohibition!on!the!smoking!of!cannabis!in!public!places,!places!open!to!the!public!and!

places!exposed!to!public!view;!!

15)!Restricting!access!to!areas!containing!cannabis!to!persons!authorized!to!be!in!those!areas!and!

requiring!that!such!persons!provide!authorizing!identification;!!

16)!Prevention/discouragement!of!loitering;!!

17)!Sanitation,!including:!!

(a)!!Assigning!responsibility!for!sanitation;!!

(b)!!Describing!in!detail!the!cleaning!schedules,!methods,!equipment!and!materials!to!be!

used!in!cleaning!the!buildings!and!facilities!of!the!dispensary;!!

(c)!!Identifying!the!use!of!appropriate!rodenticides,!insecticides,!fungicides,!fumigating!

agents!and!cleaning!and!sanitizing!agents;!!

(d)!!Ensuring!that!all!sanitation!procedures!apply!to!work!performed!by!contractors!or!

temporary!employees!and!work!performed!by!fullXtime!employees!or!regular!during!the!

ordinary!course!of!operations;!!

18)!Security!procedures!and!apparatuses!sufficient!to!prevent!and!detect!unauthorized!entrance!

into!the!retail!facility!fully!described!in!the!following!sections!and!which!include:!!

(a)!!Conducting!electronic!monitoring!in!and!about!the!premises!which!includes!the!use!of!

automatic!or!electronic!notification!to!alert!local!law!enforcement!agencies!of!an!

unauthorized!breach!of!security;!!

!

!
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(

(b)!!Devices!or!a!series!of!devices!to!detect!unauthorized!intrusion,!which!may!include!a!

signal!system!interconnected!with!a!radio!frequency!method,!such!as!cellular!or!private!

radio!signals,!or!other!such!device;!!

(c)!!Exterior!lighting!to!facilitate!surveillance;!!

(d)!!Electronic!(video)!monitoring!capabilities.!

19)!In!addition!to!the!foregoing,!NC!will!post!a!placard!at!least!8!inches!tall!by!11!inches!wide!in!a!

48!point!font,!in!a!conspicuous!place!on!the!premises,!that!states!that!it!is!unlawful!to!sell!or!resell!

marijuana!or!marijuana!products!to!any!person.!!

20)!In!addition!to!the!foregoing,!a!sign!shall!be!posted!at!the!entrance!to!the!Dispensary!that!

includes!the!following!language:!MUST!BE!21!OR!OVER!or!must!have!legally!recognized!California!

Medical!Cannabis!Identification!Cards!or!a!verifiable,!written!recommendation!from!a!physician!for!

medical!cannabis.!The!required!text!shall!be!of!sufficient!size!to!be!easily!read!from!a!distance!of!

five!feet.!!

21)!In!addition!to!the!foregoing,!a!sign!shall!be!posted!in!a!conspicuous!location!advising!as!follows:!

NC!is!registered!in!accordance!with!the!laws!of!the!City!of!Pasadena.!The!sale!of!marijuana!and!the!

diversion!of!marijuana!to!persons!under!the!age!of!21!or!for!nonXmedical!purposes!are!violations!of!

State! law.!The!use!of!marijuana!may! impair!a!person’s!ability! to!drive!a!motor!vehicle!or!operate!

heavy!machinery.!!

22)! In! addition! to! the! foregoing,! a! sign! or! signs! shall! be! posted! in! a! location! or! locations!

conspicuous!from!all!sales!areas!inside!the!structure!that!state:!ALL!PRODUCTS!TESTED!Medicinal!

and! adult! use! cannabis! products! including! edibles! are! tested! by! licensed! third! party! labs.! The!

certificate!of!authenticity!(COA)!is!available!for!review!prior!to!purchase.!The!required!text!shall!be!

of!sufficient!size!to!be!easily!read!from!a!distance!of!five!feet;!!

23)!Finally,!NC!will!not!allow!any!cannabis!product!labeled!or!marketed!as!“organic”!unless!it!has!

confirmed!that!they!are!certified!in!a!manner!that!is!consistent!with!the!national!organic!standards!

established!by!the!United!States!Department!of!Agriculture! in!accordance!with!the!Organic!Foods!

Production!Act!of!1990.!!

!

!

Environmental(Sustainability((
NC! is!dedicated! to! conducting! its!operations! in! a!manner! that! is! ecologically! sustainable! from!an!

energy!consumption,!water!consumption!and!waste!generation!standpoint.!In!furtherance!of!these!!

goals,!NC!will!consult!with!and,!as!necessary,!retain!an!Environmental!or!Architectural!Engineer!to!

assist!with!its!Environmental!Sustainability!Plan!and!will,!at!a!minimum,!adopt!and!adhere!to!Best!

Management!Practices!that!include!methods,!policies!and!procedures!in!the!following!areas:!!

1)!As!to!maximizing!energy!efficiency,!the!implementation!of!measures!that!include!the!following:!!

(a)!!For!lighting!equipment!and!controls:!!

{i}!!Use!of!fluorescent/LED!lighting!in!all!areas!of!the!premises;!!

{ii}!!Use!of!Energy!Star!lighting!products;!!

{iii}!!Use,!where!appropriate,!of!photoXcontrols!for!exterior!lighting!unless!security!needs!

dictate!otherwise;!!
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(b)!!For!HV!AC!equipment!and!controls:!!

{i}!Installation!of!vent!dampers;!

{ii}!Analysis!of!systems!and!replacement!of!inefficient!components;!Use!of!programmable!

thermostats!and!controls;!

{iii}!Sealing!and!insulation!of!ducts!and!hot!water!pipes;!

{iv}!Use!of!Energy!Star!HV!AC!products;!!

(c)!For!the!building!envelope:!!

{i}!!Install!and/or!increase!roof!and!wall!insulation;!!

{ii}!!Control!Air!Leakage;!!

{iii}!!Install!storm!doors;!!

{iv}!!Insulate!and!seal!skylights!and!window;!!

{v}!!Use!of!storm/insulated!windows!carrying!the!Energy!Star!label;!!

(d)!!Use!of!natural!light:!This!space!already!has!four!skylights!to!supplement!the!electrical!

lighting!with!natural!light!and!reduce!the!consumption!of!electrical!light!sources!while!

maintaining!minimum!lighting!requirements;!!

(e)!!Otherwise!attempting!to!meet!or!exceed!the!energy!efficiency!requirements!of!the!

International!Energy!Conservation!Code;!!

2)!NC!will!apply!for!and!utilize!any!and!all!available!local!utility!programs!for!free!technical!

assistance!in!creating!an!energy!efficient!plan!for!construction!of!the!building!shell,!tenant!

improvements,!building!systems!and!processes!and!effectuating!the!other!goals!stated!in!this!part;!!

3)!NC!will!deploy!hybrid!or!electric!vehicles!for!all!of!its!internal!and!delivery!transportation!needs;!!

4)!NC!will!use!green!building!measures!whenever!feasible,!utilizing!materials!such!as!denim!

insulation,!nonXtoxic!paint,!and!materials!that!do!not!offXgas.!!

5)!As!to!water!quality!and!conservation!measures:!!

(a)!NC!will!instruct,!train!and!educate!its!staff!as!to!water!conservation!measures,!including!

the!following!methods!:!!

{i}!Avoiding!water!wasting!techniques!such!as!allowing!water!to!run!during!

washing/rinsing!procedures!when!no!active!washing!or!rinsing!is!occurring!or!using!the!

toilet!to!flush!and!dispose!of!small!items!that!are!more!properly!disposed!of!using!trash!

containers;!!

{ii}!!The!identification!and!reporting!to!appropriate!management!members!of!leaks!in!any!

portion!of!the!water!delivery,!distribution!and!plumbing!systems!in!and!about!the!premises!

where!the!dispensary!conducts!its!operations;!!

{iii}!!Utilizing!any!and!all!available!!programs!and!private!resources!tasked!with!water!

conservation!efficiency!and!the!education!of!the!public!regarding!same;!!

(b)!!NC!will!employ!water!conserving!equipment!and!materials,!as!follows:!!

{i}!!Water!meter!monitor!including!technology!to!identify!leaks!!

{ii}!!The!use!of!low!flow!equipment!in!sinks!and!toilets!!

{iii}!!The!use!of!cleaning!agents!that!do!not!rely!on!water!!

{iv}!!An!HVAC!system!that!collects!and!recycles!condensate;!!

!
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(c)!!The!dispensary!will!train!and!instruct!its!staff!in!the!following!methods!for!preventing!

discharge!to!storm!drains:!!

{i}!!Identification!of!chemicals!and!other!substances!that!are!inappropriate!for!discharge!

into!storm!drains;!!

{ii}!!Development!of!a!spill!prevention!and!control!program;!!

{iii}!!Prohibiting!the!use!of!petroleumXbased!cleaning!products,!acids,!phosphates!or!other!

similar!agents!or!solvents!that!may!produce!liquid!discharge!or!runXoff;!!

{iv}!!Prohibiting!the!use!of!any!products!which!contain!heavy!metals!or!which!breakdown!

into!heavy!metals;!!

{v}!!Painting!of!any!portion!of!the!roof!of!the!building!comprised!of!galvanized!sheeting!with!

an!enamel!paint;!!

{vi}!!Proper!storage!and!segregation!of!all!cleaning!and!sanitizing!products!so!as!to!prevent!

leakage;!!

{vii}!!Frequent!sweeping!of!the!premises;!!

{viii}!!Placement!of!dumpsters!and!other!waste!containers!in!areas!that!are!not!directly!

exposed!to!rainwater!or!with!covers!that!are!watertight;!!

{ix}!!Posting!of!warnings!about!the!premises!not!to!dump!waste!fluids!(or!products!

containing!or!contaminated!with!same)!in!storm!drains!or!areas!of!the!premises!that!lead!to!

storm!drains;!!

(d)!Except!for!statutorily!specified!cleaning!agents,!the!dispensary!will!restrict!the!use!of!

cleaning!agents!to!use!nonXtoxic!materials!such!as!vinegar,!baking!soda!and!

environmentallyXfriendly!surfactants!in!cleaning!and!sanitizing!operations;!!

!

Solid(Resource(Conservation((
(a)!!Using,!where!available,!paper,!plastic!and!other!containers!that!have!been!produced!using!

recycled!materials,!identifying!vendors!of!such!products,!and!training!staff!as!to!the!use!of!such!

vendors.!We!will!endeavor!to!minimize!packaging!and!waste!wherever!possible.!!

(b)!!Instituting!a!recycling!program!whereby:!!

{i}!!Staff!are!trained!as!to!recycling!programs!operated!by!local!waste!management!providers!and!

private!recycling!providers;!!

{ii}!!Used!or!discarded!paper,!plastic!or!other!items!are!placed!for!pick!up!and!recycling!by!waste!

management!providers!or!transported!to!private!recycling!centers.!!

!

!

Company(Staff(and(Management(Structure((
NC!will!initially!rely!on!a!staff!of!10X15!people,!in!a!combination!of!full!and!part!time!positions,!

including!its!board!of!directors.!The!dispensary!offers!single!wage!earner!compensation!to!its!staff.!

The!“Operations”!sections!of!this!plan!will!provide!written!guidelines!for!staff!to!fulfill!the!duties!of!

their!positions.!Additional!personnel!procedures!are!contained!in!the!NC!Employee!Manual.!!

!

!
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Entrance(Screening(Staff((
Entrance!screening!staff!greets!consumers!and!patients! in! the!secure!entry! lobby!to!verify! the!21!

and!over!status!of!the!consumer!or!valid!requirements!of!patient!or!caregiver!before!allowing!them!

into!the!retail!space.!They!are!responsible!for!providing!a!professional,!wholesome!and!healthy!first!

interaction.!They!will!escort!consumers!and!patients!as!needed!and!required!by!statute,!regulation!

and!ordinance.!!

!

Retail(Counter(Staff((
The!!counter!staff!is!trained!on!all!NC!cannabis!products!available!to!consumers!and!patients.!They!

also!provide! recommendations! to!patient! relating! to!medicinal! cannabis,! its!properties,! strengths!

and!strains.!After!a!consumer!or!patient!has!made!a!selection,!the!transaction!is!referred!over!to!the!

payment!staff!that!handles!the!financial!aspects!of!the!transaction.!The!counter!staff!will!be!on!duty!

at! all! times! during! operating! hours.! They! are! responsible! for! the! set! up! and! close! down! of! the!

display!cases!at!the!start!and!finish!of!each!shift.!They!do!not!handle!any!financial!transactions.!!

!

Cashier((
Cashiers! handle! all! payment! and! financial! transactions! from! a! secure! payment! station.! They!will!

collect!excise!and!sales!tax!calculated!from!the!POS!for!the!cannabis!product!purchase.!They!have!

access!only!to!the!daily!product!inventory!provided!by!management.!!

!

Patient(Services(&(Education(Specialist((
NC’s! patient! services! &! education! specialist! will! meet! with! patients! to! discuss! their! needs! and!

distribute!all!applicable!informational!and!educational!materials!and!disclosures,!and!will!monitor!

the!patients!usage! for! signs!of! adverse! effects! or!misuse.! Said! staff! receives! comments! and! input!

from!patients!on!a! case!by! case!basis,! and!conducts!more!generalized! surveys!of! the!patients! for!

ratings!as!to!service!and!satisfaction.!!

!

Inventory(Control(Specialist((
The! NC! inventory! control! specialist! will! be! responsible! for! implementing! and! overseeing! the!

inventory! control! system! in! coordination!with! the! EVS! and! Inventory! Control! Vendor.! They!will!

monitor!inventory!counts!and!establish!theft/diversion!prevention!procedures,!relying!on!both!the!

computerized! inventory! system!and!upon!secure!human!procedures! in! the!handling!of! inventory!

and!money.!!

!

Delivery(Driver(Supervisor(
Responsible! for! online! and! phone! communications! with! consumers,! patients! and! caregivers! in!

preparation! for! filling! and! transporting! orders.! They! are! also! responsible! for! creating! and!

submitting!the!trip!plan,!and!for!confirming!age!verification!data!and!delivery!or!nonXdelivery!to!the!

proper!party.!They!are!also!charged!with!reporting!accidents!and!losses!that!occur!during!travel.!!

!

(
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(
Purchasing(Agent(
The! purchasing! agent! is! responsible! for! identifying! suitable! products! based! on! patient! need! and!

purchasing!such!products!at! favorable!rates.!The!PA!will!work!closely!with!the!Patient!Services!&!

Education!Specialist! and! the! Inventory!Control! Specialist! to!ensure!proper! tracking!of!purchases.!

The!Purchasing!Agent! handles! vendor! transactions.! The!Purchasing!Agent! is! also! responsible! for!

scales! calibration! and! to! ensure! all! medicine! is! free! from! toxins,! molds,! pesticides! and! other!

impurities.!In!coordination!with!the!Quality!Assurance!Specialist,!the!PA!will!perform!the!following:!!

Inspection!of!medicine!for!quality,!confirmation!of!product!testing,!Securing!of!incoming!medication!!

Negotiations!of!market!rate,!creation!of!purchase!orders!and!delivery!of!bulk!packages!to!The!ED!

for!inventory!control!and!management.!!

!

Quality(Assurance(Specialist((
The!quality!assurance!specialist!is!responsible!for!documenting!all!cannabis!products!are!free!from!

toxins,!molds,!pesticides!and!other!impurities,!and!will!act!as!liaison!with!the!distributors,!vendors!

and! testing! laboratories.! They!will! inspect! for! proper! labeling! and! packaging! of! products! during!

delivery.!

!

Information(Technology(Specialist((
The! IT! specialist! is! responsible! for! the! management! of! NC’s! computer! systems,! hardware! and!

software!maintenance,!upgrades,! implementation!and!staff! training.!They!are!also!responsible! for!

the! integrity! of! the! information! and! security! of! the! system! including! physical! and! electronic!

security! and! is! one! part! of! the! two! person! authentication! for! firewall,! access! rights,! password!

protection!and!login!rights.!!

(
Bookkeeper((
NC!will!employ!a!bookkeeper!to!take!responsibility!for!daily!accounting!duties.!The!Bookkeeper!will!

cooperate! with! NC’s! outside! accounting! firm! and! Inventory! Control! Officer! to! complete! regular!

audits!of!the!system.!!

!

Communications(Director(&(Community(Liaison((
The!public!face!of!the!corporation!for!the!community.!It!is!the!duty!of!the!communications!director!

to!represent!NC!to!the!public!and!to!public!agencies!in!most!venues.!As!such,!they!will!receive,!log,!

and!respond!to!citizen!complaints!concerning!NC!operations.!!

!

(
MANAGEMENT(POSITIONS((
General(Manager(
Responsible! for! operational! oversight,! implementation! and! organization! of! dayXtoXday! facility!

operations.!They!are!responsible!for!the!general!welfare!of!staff,!responsible!for!assuring!that!the!

facility! is! in!compliance!with!all!city!and!state!regulations,! ! inventory!control,!accounting!systems!

and!cash!management.!They!are!also!responsible!to!ensure!that!all!operations!are!run!in!strict!!
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compliance! with! NC! policy! and! procedures.! They! will! work! with! NC’s! Board! of! Directors! to!

implement!daily!operations!policy!and!procedures.!Also!serve!as!liaison!for!staff!and!vendors.!!

!

Security(Manager((
NC!will!employ!a!security!manager!to!oversee!the!safety!of!staff!and!the!security!of!the!facility.!The!

security!manager! is! responsible! for! all! security!of! the! facility! and! its!perimeter,! and!will! train!all!

staff! as! to!basic! security!protocols.!The! security!manager! is! also! responsible! for! the! security! and!

safety!of!the! immediate!environment!outside!of!the!facility!perimeter!to!the!extent!that!relates!to!

the!welfare!of!the!neighbors,!arising!from!the!facility’s!presence!in!the!neighborhood.!The!security!

manager!will!be!responsible!for!implementing!NC’s!plans!for!the!security!procedures!and!protocols,!

the!video!surveillance!system,!its!backing!up!and!video!log.!They!are!also!responsible!for!ensuring!

that!all!security!equipment,!alarms,!locks,!cameras!and!surveillance!data!are!properly!functioning,!

maintained! and! operational.! They! also! maintain! strict! vigilance! for! diversion! and! deviation! of!

cannabis!products.!!

!

Shift(Managers((
The! Shift!Managers!will! be! responsible! for! the! daily! general! welfare! and!wellXbeing! of! the! staff,!

consumers!and!patients.!A!shift!manager!will!be!on!duty!at!all!times!during!business!hours.!While!

on!duty,!the!shift!manager!will!assist!the!general!manager!with!duties!that!include:!receiving!retail!

packages!from!the!ED!or!PA!and!delivering!retail!packages!to!dispensary!counter!staff,!remove!and!

deliver! sales! proceeds! from! cash! registers! to! drop! safe,! supervise! the! opening,! setXup! and! closeX

down!of!the!display!cases!at!the!start!and!finish!of!each!shift!and!securing!cannabis!products!at!the!

end!of!each!shift.!

!

LABOR(AND(EMPLOYMENT(STANDARDS(AND(POLICY((
!

Ethical(Standards(and(Practices((
NC’s!policy! is! to!promote!and!practice! the!highest!set!of!ethical! standards.!NC!will!provide! initial!

and!recurrent!employee!training!on!State!of!California!and!City!of!Pasadena! legal!and!compliance!

requirements.! Employees! are! subject! to! discipline,! including! immediate! termination,! on! the!

following!(nonXexhaustive!list!of)!grounds:!!

1)!Conviction!of!a!felony!offense;!!

2)!Providing!cannabis!to!an!unauthorized!person!or!otherwise!engaging!in!acts!of!diversion;!!

3)!Knowing!violation!of!California!law!or!Pasadena!ordinance!or!related!regulations!or!other!

unethical!or!unlawful!behavior.!!

!

Occupational(Health(and(Safety(Standards(–(Sanitary(Practices((
NC!will!meet!or!exceed!all!OHSA!standards!for!safety!in!the!work!place.!NC!will!offer!a!clean,!safe!

and! comfortable! environment! for! its! employees,! consumers! and! patients.! In! the! event! NC!

determines!that!a!staff!member!has!a!health!condition!that!may!affect!the!health!of!other!staff!!

!
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members,!it!will!place!the!affected!person!on!medical!leave!until!such!time!as!the!health!condition!

of!the!employee!no!longer!presents!a!threat.!!

(
Employee(Recruitment,(Oversight(and(Reporting(Program((
NC!is!an!equal!opportunity!employer!and!will!focus!its!recruiting!on!hiring!and!training!residents!of!

Pasadena! with! emphasis! on! social! equity! outreach! as! described! further! in! subXsection! 2B!

“Community!Benefits”.!!NC’s!mandate!is!to!employ!a!majority!of!its!staff!from!this!demographic.!All!

employees! must! be! at! least! 21! years! of! age.! ! After! an! intensive! application! and! job! selection!

program,! all! candidates! will! undergo! criminal! and! background! checks.! All! candidates! will! be!

required!to!provide!the!following!additional!information!to!NC!in!order!to!facilitate!its!background!

check:!!

1)!His!or!her!name,!address,!date!of!birth!and!Social!Security!Number;!!

2)!Completed!IX9!and!copy!of!government!issued!ID!card!that!has!a!photograph!of!the!person;!!

3)!An!attestation!that!they!have!not!been!convicted!of!an!excluding!felony!offense;!!

4)!An!attestation!pledging!that!they!will!not!divert!cannabis!to!unauthorized!persons;!!

5)!!A!current!photo!

Initial! hires!will! be! employed! for! a! 120Xday! probationary! period.!During! the! initial! probationary!

period,! employees! will! undergo! a! robust! training,! testing! and! evaluation! process,! including! a!

comprehensive! plan! of! lectures,! handsXon! training! and! study! in! regards! to! NC’s! policies! and!

practices.!NC!will!make!reasonable!accommodations!for!the!medical!needs!of!a!staff!member!who!

engages! in! the! medical! use! of! cannabis,! as! follows:! If! the! staff! member! holds! a! valid! Registry!

Identification!Card,!provided!that!such!“reasonable!accommodation”!would!not:!!

1)!Pose!a! threat!of!harm!or!danger! to!persons!or!property!or! impose!an!undue!hardship!on!The!

dispensary;!or!!

2)!Prohibit!the!staff!member!from!fulfilling!any!and!all!of!his!or!her!job!responsibilities;!!

In! addition! to! any! other! grounds! for! termination! authorized! under! NC’s! Employee!Handbook! or!

Operations! Plan! or! applicable! law,! a! dispensary! staff!member!will! be! discharged! upon! evidence!

that:!!

1)!They!engaged!in!unlawful!diversion!of!cannabis,! theft!or!other!unethical!conduct!amounting!to!

moral!turpitude;!or!!

2)!Upon!notification!that!they!have!been!convicted!of!a!disqualifying!felony!offense!!

In! the!event! that!NC! receives! a! report! from!a! staff!member! concerning!an!accident,! loss!or! theft,!

including! thefts! or! loss! occurring! during! transport! of! cannabis,! it! will! immediately! report! such!

accident,!loss!or!theft!to!appropriate!agencies!and!the!applicable!law!enforcement!agency!within!24!

hours! of! discovery! of! the! theft! or! as! further! required! by! Pasadena! ordinances! and! licensing!

requirements.!!

!

FACILITIES–(SECURITY(PROGRAM((
NC!places!prime!importance!on!security!on!the!levels!of!Premises!Security,!Product!Security!and!

Informational!Security.!This!plan!addresses!all!three!components!in!an!integrated!and!

comprehensive!manner.!!
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FIRE(SECURITY(LL(PREVENTION(AND(SUPPRESSION((
NC’s!Fire!Plan! is!augmented!with!human!procedures!and!training!to!assure!that! the!management!

and! staff! are! prepared! for! any! emergency.! The! building!meets! or! exceeds! all! known! fire! hazard!

requirements! and! will! have! an! upgraded! HVAC! system.! NC! is! committed! to! the! safety! of! its!

consumers,! patients,! staff! and! the! general! public.! NC! has! a! no! open! flames! or! exposed! heating!

elements!policy.!NC!is!a!nonXsmoking!facility!that!does!not!process!any!items!it!sells!!and!its!!HVAC!

system!does!not!involve!any!exposed!heating!elements.!Any!patient!seeking!to!initiate!combustion!

in!the!facility!will!be!immediately!escorted!from!the!premises.!No!Use!of!Flammable!Materials.!!

!

Since! NC! does! not! process! any! items! it! sells,! it! will! not! have! on! hand! any! hazardous! or! toxic!

materials! involved! in! such! production! or! processing.! ! All! cannabis! products! will! be! placed! for!

display!in!glass!display!cases.!Any!materials!other!than!electrical!devices!will!be!comprised!of!only!

ordinary! combustibles.! There! will! not! be! any! flammable! liquids! or! combustible! metals! on! the!

premises.!!

!

Cooperation(with(Fire(Department(First(Responders((
NC! personnel! and! security! staff!will! be! trained! and! instructed! to! accommodate! any! requests! for!

emergency!access!by!the!Pasadena!Fire!Department!responding!to!a!priority!dispatch!call.!A!knox!

box!will!be!made!available!to!the!Pasadena!Fire!Department!in!order!to!provide!emergency!access!

to! the! interior! of! the! facility! in! response! to! a! priority! dispatch! call! related! to! the! facility.! NC’s!

community! liaison! and! general! manager! are! the! direct! points! of! contact! for! the! Pasadena! Fire!

Department!for!inspections!and!ongoing!fire!safety!education!and!training.!!

!

Fire(Safety(Systems((
NC! will! have! a! fire! safety! system! based! on! all! local! and! state! requirements.! UL! Approved! fire!

extinguishers! will! also! be! located! throughout! the! building! as! required,! and! will! be! subjected! to!

quarterly! inspection! and! approved! for! commercial! use.! NC!will! be! equipped!with! smoke! and! CO!

detectors! throughout! the! facility,! all! connected! to!a! centrally!monitored,! integrated!alarm!system!

connected! to! the! Pasadena! Fire! Department.! Evacuation! Plan! with! floor! plans! and! evacuation!

routes!to!the!nearest!exit!are!posted!throughout!the!building.!All!staff!have!training!in!evacuation!

plans!and!training!in!how!to!assist!ADA!consumers,!staff!and!patients!that!may!be!in!the!facility.!All!

doors!will!have!UL!approved,!crash!bars!that!are!ADA!compliant! for!use!by!wheel!chair!users.!All!

doors!have!power!openers!installed!to!provide!pushbutton!operation!for!use!by!ADA!patients!or!in!

case!of!emergency.!!

!

FACILITIES–SCHEDULING((
The! dispensary! will! utilize! a! network! based! calendar! system! for! event! scheduling,! staff! work!

schedule,!maintenance!and!other!task!planning.!The!scheduling!system!will!be!the!responsibility!of!

the!general!manager.!!

!

!
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INSURANCE((
NC! will! carry! comprehensive! general! liability,! product! liability! and! commercial! automobile!

insurance! policies! identifying! the! City! of! Pasadena! as! an! additional! insured! of! the! policy.! Policy!

limits! of! this! insurance!will! be! ! per! occurrence! and!

! aggregate! unless! f! Pasdaena.! In! addit

!for!business!and!property!insurance!for!fire,!theft,!or!other!loss!sufficient!to!ensure!its!

ongoing!operations!in!the!face!of!such!an!occurrence,!as!well!as!worker’s!compensation!insurance!

for!employees.!!

!

Financial(Plan(
!

CONFIDENTIAL(NOT(FOR(PUBLIC(RECORD((
Please!see!attached!exhibits!for!confidential!financial!planning!information.!

!

Funding/Proof(of(Capitalization(
!

CONFIDENTIAL(NOT(FOR(PUBLIC(RECORD((
Please! see! attached! exhibits! ! for! confidential! financial! document! showing! the! cash! flow,!

holdings! and! bank! balances! outlining! liquid! resources! available! to! “Newcorp”! to! ensure!

performance! of! and! compliance! with! the! representations! made! herein.! Original! Statements! and!

account!identifier!information!will!be!made!available!on!request.!!

!

Records(Software(
Pasadena(Business(Licenses(and(Regulations(Code(5.78.150(ALC((
!

At!the!time!of!application,!NC!will!integrate!the!point!of!sale!solution!designed!specifically!for!

retailers!by!BIOTRAKTHC.!NC!reserves!the!right!to!implement!this!or!something!better!when!

operations!commence.!The!records!software!solution!will!at!a!minimum!maintain!tax!related!

records!for!four!years!as!well!as;!

!

1)!Automatically!report!required!data!to!METRC!and!BCC!

2)!Generate!custom!compliance!focused!reporting!designed!to!meet!the!Pasadena!Finance!

Director’s!requirements!for!data!reporting,!desired!format!and!reporting!periods.!

3)!Tracks!waste,!destruction!and!accounts!for!conversion!and!moisture!losses.!

4)!Generate!transport!manifests!with!all!necessary!information!fro!city!and!state!compliance!

5)!RealXTime!product!recalls!

!!

Based!on!robust!client!cloud!server!architecture,!NC’s!computer!systems!will!track!transactions,!

inventory,!and!expenses!in!real!time,!allowing!for!seamless!electronic!transfer!of!data!directly!to!its!

accountant.!Encrypted!transmissions!are!used!to!ensure!privacy.!Redundant!hardware!and!robust!!
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backup! will! assure! the! integrity! of! our! information.! State! of! the! art! electronic! security! will! be!

implemented! to! insure!patient!and!consumer!privacy.!Firewalls,! intrusion!detection!and!spyware!

filtering! software! will! all! be! implemented.! Both! network! level! access! control! and! system! level!

restricted!access!will!prevent!unauthorized!use!of!the!system.!NC’s!computer!system!will!be!HIPPA!

privacy!protection!compliant.!The!server!room!will!be!physically!secured!behind!a!locked!security!

door!with!access!thereto!limited!to!designated!staff.!!

!

The!Inventory!Control!Vendor!will,!in!coordination!with!NC’s!accountant!and!bookkeeper,!integrate!

its! inventory! control! protocols! and! sales! tracking! into! the!NC’s! inXhouse! accounting! system.!This!

will! insure! the! integrity! of! its! financial! bookkeeping.! The! inXhouse! accounting! system! will!

automatically!back!up!daily.!All!systems!will!be!encrypted,!cloudXbased!and!accessible!electronically!

from!servers!protected!by!biometric! locks!and!24Xhour!surveillance.!NC’s!accounting!solution!will!

insure!compliance!with!Pasadena!City!auditing!requirements!to!include!an!independent!CPA!audit!

at!license!renewal!and!available!to!Pasadena!Finance!Director!upon!request.!!

!

In! addition! to! the! quarterly! reconciliations,! there! will! be! regularly! scheduled! daily,! weekly! and!

monthly!procedures!to!track!inventory!and!sales,!as!follows:!!

1)! Daily:! The! general! manager! will! verify! cash! receipts! to! the! P.O.S.! system,! reconciling! daily!

transactions!to!ensure!all!have!been!entered!into!the!system.!Where!feasible,!a!daily!deposit!ticket!

for!the!day’s!receipts!will!be!prepared!and!placed!into!an!envelope!with!all!cash!and!checks!for!that!

day;!!

2)! Weekly:! The! P.O.S.! system! will! automatically! update! NC’s! inXhouse! accounting! system! for! all!

transactions! from! the! week.! The! bookkeeper! will! verify! the! daily! receipts! and! transactions! for!

accuracy;!!

3)!Biweekly! and/or!Monthly:!A!physical! inventory!will! be!performed!on! the! last! business!day!of!

each!month,!and!the!bookkeeper!and!general!manager!will!reconcile!the!inventory!to!the!P.O.S.!and!

inXhouse! accounting! systems.! These! systems! will! track! any! unusable,! discarded! or! returned!

cannabis! products! as! part! of! the! reconciliation! process.! Any! adjustments! to! these! systems! will!

require! the!approval!of! the!Board!of!Directors,!and!will!be! logged!by! the!bookkeeper.!Finally,!NC!

will! rely! on! its! team! of! accounting! and! legal! professionals! to! crossXcheck! discrepancies! and! to!

investigate!and!report!suspected!losses!that!cannot!be!accounted!for!through!normal!operations.!!

(
Records(Retention(Program((
All!records!concerning!the!operations!of!the!dispensary!will!be!maintained!and!made!available!for!

review!for!at!least!four!years.!Such!records!will!be!placed!in!a!secure,!locked!room,!and!electronic!

copies!secured!by!means!of!encryption!and!limitation!of!access!to!designated!personnel.!!

!

TrackLandLTrace(
Applicant!Kenneth!Corben!is!NC’s!Compliance!Director!and!is!METRC!trained!by!Franwell!as!an!

authorized!administrator!for!his!existing!state!annual!BCC!distribution!and!CDPH!manufacturing!

licenses.!Ken!will!provide!the!inXhouse!METRC!use!and!compliance!training!for!authorized!users!at!!
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(
the! Pasadena! retail! facility,! administer! access/user! accounts! and! review! the! METRC! reporting!

during!the!weekly!inventory!control!reviews.!

!

The!California!Cannabis!TrackXandXTrace!(CCTT)!system! is! the!program!used!statewide! to!record!

the!inventory!and!movement!of!cannabis!and!cannabis!products!through!the!commercial!cannabis!

supply!chain!from!cultivation!to!sale.!California!has!selected!METRC!as!the!state’s!trackXandXtrace!

system! used! to! track! commercial! cannabis! activity! and! movement! across! the! distribution! chain!

("seedXtoXsale").!A!unique!identifier!(UID)!is!an!alphanumeric!code!or!designation!used!to!uniquely!

identify! a! specific! plant,! cannabis,! and/or! cannabis! product! on! licensed! premises.! UIDs! are!

specifically! provisioned! as! plant! or! package! tags! and! are! ordered! by! and! assigned! to! the! annual!

licensee!within!the!CCTTXMetrc!system.!!

!

The! annual! licensee! is! responsible! for! assigning! a! CCTTXMetrc! nonrepeating,! globally! unique!

identifier!to!each!immature!lot,! flowering!plant,!and!distinct!cannabis!product.!This!assignment!is!

accomplished! via! the! issuance! of! encrypted! radioXfrequency! identification! (RFID)! tags! to! annual!

licensees.! The! assigned! UIDs! then! track! the! cannabis! and! cannabis! products! when! they! are!

transferred!from!one!licensee!to!another.!The!CCTTXMetrc!system!and!plantX!and!packageXtagging!

requirements! alone! are! not! expected! to! eliminate! illegal! inversion! or! diversion! of! cannabis!

throughout!the!commercial!cannabis!supply!chain,!but!they!are!valuable!auditing!tools!for!assisting!

state!and!local!compliance!and!enforcement!staff.!!

!

A! multifaceted! approach! of! regular! monitoring! including! reviews! of! licenseeXreported! data! and!

onsite! inspections! and! referrals! to! law! enforcement! are! expected! to! limit! illegal! movement!

significantly.! The! CCTTXMetrc! system! also! will! be! used! to! identify! anomalies! indicative! of!

potentially! fradulent! activity.! The! state’s! licensing! authorities,! sister! state! agencies,! and! local!

agencies!will!work!collaboratively! to!develop!analytical! tools!and! inspection!protocols! to! identify!

and!investigate!potential!fraudulent!activity!during!all!phases!of!the!commercial!distribution!chain!

activities,!and!they!will!take!appropriate!action!as!needed.!!

!

TrackLandLTrace(Reporting( 
NC shall record in the track-and-trace system, all commercial cannabis activity, including:  
•!!Packaging of cannabis goods;  
•!!Sale of cannabis goods;  
•!!Transportation of cannabis goods to a licensee;  
•!!Receipt of cannabis goods;  
•!!Return of cannabis goods;  
•!!Destruction and disposal of cannabis goods/cannabis waste; and  
•!!Laboratory testing results. The following information shall be recorded for each activity entered in the 
track-and-trace system:  
•!!Name and type of cannabis good;  
•!!Unique identifier of the cannabis goods;  
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(
•!!Amount of cannabis goods, by weight or count;  
•!!Date and time of the activity or transaction;  
•!!Name and license number of other licensees involved in the activity or transaction;  
•!!For transported cannabis goods, pursuant to a shipping manifest generated by the track-and-trace 
system:  
•!The name, license number, and premises address of the originating licensee; 
•!Thename,licensenumber,andpremisesaddressofthelicenseetransportingthecannabis  
goods; 
•!The name, license number, and premises address of the destination licensee receiving the  
cannabis goods into inventory or storage. 
•!Thedateandtimeofdeparturefromthelicensedpremisesandapproximatedateandtime  
of departure from each subsequent licensed premises, if any. 
•!Arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each licensed premises. 
•!Driver’s license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods, and the make,  
model, and license plate number of the vehicle used for transport. 
 
•!If cannabis goods are being destroyed or disposed of, NC shall record in the track-and trace  
system: 
•!The name of the employee performing the destruction or disposal; 
•!The reason for the destruction or disposal; and 
•!The name of the entity being used to collect or process cannabis waste.  
•!NC shall enter descriptions for any adjustments in the track-and-trace system, including, but not limited 
to:  
•!Spoilage or fouling of cannabis goods; 
•!Any event resulting in exposure or compromise of cannabis goods; and any other information that may 
be required by licensing authorities.  
 
Upon pick-up or receipt of cannabis goods for transport, storage, or inventory, a NC shall ensure that the 
cannabis goods received are as described in the shipping manifest, and shall record acceptance of 
acknowledgement of the cannabis goods in the track-and-trace system. If there are any discrepancies 
between the type or quantity specified in the shipping manifest and the type or quantity received by NC, 
NC shall record and document the discrepancy in the track-and-trace system and in any relevant business 
record.  
 
NC shall enter all non-software automated transactions into the track-and-trace system by 11:59 p.m. 
Pacific Standard Time, on the day the transaction occurred. NC shall only enter and record complete and 
accurate information into the track-and-trace system, and shall correct any known errors entered into the 
track-and-trace system immediately upon discovery. NC shall report any loss of access to the track-and-
trace system, NC shall notify the Bureau immediately, and once access is restored all commercial 
cannabis activity that occurred during the loss of access shall be interested into the track-and-trace system  
!
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(
within three business days of access restoration; however, NC shall not transport, transfer, or deliver any 
cannabis goods until such time as access is restored and all information recorded into the track-and-trace 
system.  
(
Inventory(and(TrackLandLTrace(System(Reconciliation( 
NC shall reconcile all inventories of cannabis goods once every 14 days and keep inventory log 
containing the following information for each batch:  
•!Manufacturer’s or cultivator’s name and license number who provided the batch; 31  
•!!The date of entry into the storage area;  
•!!The unique identifiers and batch number associated with the batch;  
•!!A description of the cannabis goods with enough detail to easily identify each batch;  
•!!The weight of or quantity of units in the batch;  
•!!The best-by, sell-by, or expiration date of the batch, if any; and  
•!!Where on the premises the batch is kept.  
If NC finds a discrepancy between the inventory of stock and the inventory log or track-and-trace system 
that is outside of normal weight loss caused by moisture loss, NC shall commence a full audit of the batch 
in which the discrepancy was found. In addition to our inventory reconciliation protocols, NC shall 
reconcile the physical inventory of cannabis goods at the licensed premises with the records in the track-
and-trace database at least once every 14 days. If NC finds a discrepancy between its physical inventory 
and the track-and-trace system database, the license shall conduct an audit, and notify the Bureau of any 
reportable activity.  
(
Record(Retention( 
NC shall keep and maintain the following records related to commercial cannabis activity for at least four 
years:  
•!!Financial records including, but not limited to, bank statements, sales invoices, receipts, tax records, 
and all records required by the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (formally Board of 
Equalization) under Title 18 Code of Regulations sections 1698 and 4901.  
•!!Personnel records, including employee’s full name, SSN or EIN, date employment begins, and date of 
termination of employee.  
•!!Training records.  
•!!Contracts with other licensees regarding commercial cannabis activity.  
•!!Permits, licenses and other local authorizations to conduct commercial cannabis activity.  
•!!Quality assurance records, warehouse receipts, vehicle and trailer ownership records.  
!

!

(
(
(
!
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(
State(Testing(Requirements(
(
The!full!text!of!the!BCC!regulations!regarding!state!testing!requirements!are!extensive!and!will!not!

be! fully!discussed!here.!The!full! text! is!available! in!“Chapter!6!–!Testing!Laboratories”!starting!on!

page!86!of!the!current!BCC!laws!and!regulations!available!online!at!the!BCC!website.!!

!

In!summary!relative!to!the!industry!as!a!whole,!certified!third!party!cannabis!lab!testing!is!required!

for!all!cannabis!products!harvested!or!manufactured!for!sale!to!the!public!in!the!State!of!California!

starting! January! 1st,! 2019.! !Most! importantly! as! a! licensed! retailer,! the! chain! of! custody! from!

vendor! to! distributor! to! retailer! and! the! documented! testing! requirements! and! results! for! every!

analyte!listed!below!also!known!as!Category!III!compliant!is!required!as!of!January!1,!2019.!NC!will!

adhere! to! the! regulations! through! the! policies! and! procedures! outlined! under! subXsection! 2C!!

“Product!Offerings”!portion!of!this!application.!

!!

(1)!Cannabinoids;!

(2)!Foreign!material;!

(3)!Heavy!metals;!

(4)!Microbial!impurities;!

(5)!Mycotoxins;!

(6)!Moisture!content!and!water!activity;!

(7)!Residual!pesticides;!

(8)!Residual!solvents!and!processing!chemicals;!

(9)!If!tested,!terpenoids;!

(10)!If!tested,!homogeneity.!

(
Employee(Training(
Initial!and!Ongoing!Training!and!Education!!

NC!will! conduct! ongoing! training! of! all! its! Officers,! Directors,!management! and! staff!

!NC!will!rely!on!licensed!professionals!in!the!field!of!cultivation,!

t!education,!customer!relations,!and!regulatory!compliance.!

NC!employee!training!educates!staff!on!all!the!important!aspects!of!medical!and!adultXuse!cannabis!

so! that! they!may!make!educated!decisions! and! compassionate! recommendations! for! the!patients!

and!customers!that!they!serve.!The!industry!is!rapidly!growing!in!legitimacy.!This!training!provides!

the!skill!set!and!knowledge!as!it!relates!to!the!various!strains!of!cannabis!products.!Employees!will!

gain! advanced! knowledge! to! provide! consumers! and! patients! the! vital! information! they! need! in!

order!to!suit!their!needs.!Topics!to!be!covered!include:!

!
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(
An!important!educational!philosophy!we!keep!in!mind!is:!‘to!use!variety,!by!utilizing!various!medias!

within!education’!so!knowledge!is!embodied.!The!idea!of!using!‘multiXmedia’!is:!media!and!content!

that!uses!a!combination!of!diverse!content!forms,!this!content!is!transformed!into!dynamic!learning!

activities!and!resources!that!makeXup!yNC’s!employee!training.!Learning!Objectives:!

!

!
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!

!!

Customer(Education(
(
NC!will! include! in! its!operations!a!Patient!Services!Program!and!Patient!Need!Program! that!both!

educates! its! patient! base! as! to! the! cannabis! products! they! are! consuming! and! offers! them!

alternative!treatment!modalities!to!reduce!reliance!on!or!dosage!of!medications!in!general.!!

Knowledge! for! our! customers! will! begin! from! where! the! flower! or! product! was!

manufactured.!! From! seed! to! sale,! our! customers! will! be! educated! with! compliant! labeling!

and!origins!of!each!specific!product.!!Testing!the!potency!(CBD/THC!percentage),!pesticide,!residual!

solvent!levels,! and! heavy! metals,!will! ensure! customer! awareness! for! best! health! and! safety!

practices.!! Ultimately,! these! areas! of! importance! will! educate! and! provide! the! customer! with!

a!transparent!and!consistent!product.!

!

We! will! deliberately! exhibit! and! perform! customer! awareness! campaigns! &! technologyXbased!

solutions! that! offer! both! consumer! information! as! well! as! essential! data! for! the! future! of! the!

cannabis!industry.!!

We!will! display! specific! signage!with! information! on! different! consumption! forms! and! variety! of!

products.!For!example;!how!an!edible!may!effect!a!consumer!differently!than!smoking!a!cannabis!

product.!!This!will!allow!for!the!consumer!to!ensure!the!proper!dose!and!will!provide!the!optimal!

product!benefits.!!!

!

The!most! difficult! education! to! provide! consumers! is! the! proper! dosage! for! their! daily! lifestyle.!

Through!extensive!research!on!all!the!product!as!well!as!different!strains,!we'll!be!able!to!narrow!

down!choices!allowing!a!consumer!to!make!the!most!favorable!choice!for!themselves.!!

 
Patient(Services(Program((
NC!will!offer!services!to!aid!and!support!our!Berkeley!citizens.!These!ancillary!services!will!focus!on!

health! education! issues,! including! the! proper! and! appropriate! use! of! medicinal! cannabis! in! the!

manner! prescribed! by! the! patient’s! primary! caregiver! and/or! treating! physician.! Berkeley!

Compassionate! Care! Center’s! services! will! emphasize! dissemination! of! timely! information!

regarding! affordable! medications,! health! education,! patient! care,! and! associated! services! and!

clinics.!Patients!will!be!encouraged!to!participate!in!onsite!programs!and!support!groups.!!

The!onXsite!presence!of!NC’s!Services!Management!Team!will!enable!NC!to!offer!a!very!high!level!of!

patient!care.!Classes!and!services!will!include:!!

!

!
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As!part!of!its!intake!and!ongoing!support!programs,!NC!will:!!

•!!Identify!the!patient’s!particular!ailment!and!his!or!her!recommending!physician;!!
•!!Identify!the!strain!or!strains!of!cannabis!most!suitable!to!treatment!of!that!ailment;!!
•!!Discuss!the!use!of!cannabis!as!a!treatment!for!the!patient’s!ailment;!!
•!!Discuss!the!role!of!THC!and!CBD,!their!medicinal!effects!and!interrelationship;!(
•!!Determine!whether!the!ailment!necessitates!short!or!long!term!usage!of!cannabis!!
•!!Prepare!a!treatment!plan!with!the!patient/caregiver!and/or!their!families;!!
•!!Provide!all!statutorily!required!advisories!and!handouts!to!the!patient;!!
•!!Provide!additional!information!to!patients!through!seminars!at!the!Dispensary;!!
•!!Conduct!periodic!reviews!of!the!patient’s!care!plan!with!the!patient;!!
•!!Develop!procedures!for!receiving!and!addressing!patient!concerns!or!complaints;!!
•!!Identify!and!discuss!potential!treatment!alternatives!to!cannabis!use;!!
•!!Identify,!discuss!and!facilitate!treatment!modalities!for!use!with!cannabis;!!
•!!Identify!and!discuss!signs!of!misuse!or!dependence!!
•!!Seek!input!from!the!patient!as!to!the!products!and!services!provided;!!
•!!Conduct!patient!surveys!as!to!the!products!and!services!provided;!!
•!!Provide!empathy!and!compassion!to!the!patient.!!

(
Marketing(
!

Using!digital!marketing!strategies!such!as!SEO,!Social!Media,!Content!Marketing,!Newsletters!&!

Email,!our!company!educates!people!on!managing!their!ailments.!!Our!marketing!approach!will!be!

based!on!research!and!education.!!Teaching!people!about!the!endocannabinoid!system!and!how!the!

body!reacts!to!cannabinoids!is!crucial!to!the!success!of!our!campaigns.!In!addition!to!CBD!and!THC,!

there!are!over!300!other!beneficial!compounds!found!in!cannabis.!We!will!be!able!to!support!them!

all.!We!have!successfully!accumulated!over!25,000!optXin!active!newsletter!subscribers!through!!
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(
other! cannabis!health! related! blogs! and! have! secured! several! top! positions! on! Google! for! many!

cannabis! healthXrelated!search! terms! using! the! digital! marketing! tactics! described! above.! In!

addition,!our!CBD!brands!(HolistaPet!&!Cheef!Botanicals)!have!had!a!major!influence!in!local!events!

such! as! the! CBD! expo,! Cannabinoid! Natural! Products! Expo,!World! CBD! Expo,! 2019! NoCo! Hemp!

Expo.! These! events! have! broadened!our! relationships! and! support! of! many! likeX

minded!professionals!in!the!cannabis!space.!

!

The! marketing! and! sales! strategy! of! NC! will! be! based! on! generating! longXterm! personalized!

relationships!with!customers.!In!order!to!achieve!that,!we!will!ensure!that!we!offer!medications!at!

lower!prices! compared! to!what! is! obtainable! in! Los!Angeles.!We!will! also! ensure! that!we!have! a!

wide!range!of!cannabis!products!in!stock!for!both!quick!shipment!and!storeXfront!pick!up.!All!of!our!

employees! will! be! well! trained! and! equipped! to! provide! excellent! and! knowledgeable! customer!

service.!We!know!that!if!we!are!consistent!with!offering!high!quality!medical!marijuana,!drugs!and!

excellent!customer!service,!we!will!increase!the!number!of!our!customers!by!more!than!25%!for!the!

first!year!and!then!more!than!30%!subsequently.!!

!

Before!choosing!a! location! for!our! retail! cannabis! store,!we!conducted!a! thorough!market! survey!

and!feasibility!studies!in!order!for!us!to!be!able!to!penetrate!the!available!market!and!become!the!

preferred!choice! for! residence!of!Pasadena.!We!have!detailed! information!and!data! that!we!were!

able!to!utilize!to!structure!our!business!to!attract!the!numbers!of!customers!we!want!to!attract!at!a!

given!time.!We!have!hired!experts!who!have!a!solid!understanding!of!the!retail!industry!to!help!us!

develop!marketing! strategies! that!will! allow! us! to! achieve! our! business! goal! of!winning! a! larger!

percentage!of!the!available!market!in!Pasadena.!We!do!not!view!hiring!the!best!hands!in!marketing!

as!a!waste!of!money;!rather!we!see!it!as!a!wise!investment!that!will!guarantee!a!large!return!within!

a!short!period!of! time.! In!summary,!NC!will!adopt! the! following!sales!and!marketing!approach! to!

win!customers!over;!!

!
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We!are!going!to!explore!all!available!conventional!and!non!–!conventional!means!to!

promote!our!retail!business.!NC!has!a!long!term!plan!of!opening!outlets!in!various!locations!

all!around!California!which!is!why!we!will!deliberately!build!our!brand!to!be!well!accepted!

in!Pasadena!before!venturing!out.!As!a!matter!of!fact,!our!publicity!and!advertising!strategy!

is!not!solely!for!winning!customers!over!but!to!effectively!communicate!our!brand!to!the!

general!public.!!

Here!are!the!platforms!we!intend!on!leveraging!in!order!to!promote!and!advertise!NC:!

!!

!

SECTION(2:(BUSINESS(PLAN(
(

SubLSection(2B:(COMMUNITY(BENEFITS(
(

(
Community(Benefits(
(
NC’s! community!engagement!plan! is! four! tiered!with!priority!and! focus!given! to!all! tiers! equally.!

Our!plan!to! integrate! into! the!Pasadena!community! is!not!simply!written!words! to!garner!points.!

The!NC!board!of!directors!have!a!cumulative!record!of!significant!community!service! in!areas!we!

are! currently! residents! of! or! business! community! members! including! Pasadena,! Los! Angeles!

County,! Long! Beach! and! Los! Angeles.! These! include! long! time! job! creation! and! award! winning!

automotive! service! in! Pasadena,! sponsorship! and! community! services! with! Los! Angeles! County!

Sheriff! Religious! Services,! Long! Beach! Aquarium,! Phoenix! Recovery! House! and! the! Bayer!

Foundation!!to!cite!a!few.(
!

First Tier – Our company mandate is the creation of local jobs through local recruiting, hiring and 
training. It is the policy of NC to staff its operations with greater than 50% being Pasadena residents. NC 
will offer well-paying single earner management and staff jobs with benefits as well as opportunity for 
continued education, promotion and support in pursuit of educational degrees. !
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NC!will!work! closely!with!Pasadena! community! employment! services! that! foster! opportunity! for!

the!economically!challenged!and!those!harmed!by!cannabis!criminalization!where!possible.!Door!of!

Hope! and! Flintridge! Center! are! two! such! organizations! that! NC! will! engage! and! enroll! for! the!

fulfillment!of!this!vital!role!in!our!community!service;!creating!high!quality,!wellXpaying!jobs!in!the!

community!available!to!program!participants!at!these!Pasadena!employment!services.!

!

Second!Tier!X!NC!is!dedicated!to!community!involvement!as!a!corporate!partner!through!financial!

contribution,! sponsorship! and! sharing! the! benefits! of! these! programs! with! our! customers! and!

patients! for! and! about! local! Pasadena! nonXprofits! and! community! groups! that! serve! youth!

development!such!as!the!Pasadena!Educational!Foundation!and!groups!that!combat!child!abuse!and!

domestic!violence!such!as!Peace!Over!Violence!and!Victor!Treatment!Centers.!

!

Third!Tier!X!The!company!policy!of!NC!is!to!purchase!products!and!services!from!local!vendors!in!

Pasadena!whenever!possible.! In!this!way,!NC!will!use!its!revenues!to!foster!economic!growth!and!

create! new! jobs! for! the! residents! of! its! communities.! ! Accordingly,! NC! will! seek! to! obtain! all!

construction!services,!maintenance!services,!professional!business!services!and!expendables!from!

suppliers! located! within! Pasadena,! where! possible.! In! addition,! the! NC’s! professionally! certified!

consultants! and! advisors! will! be! primarily! drawn! from! residents! and/or! business! owners! from!

Pasadena.!!

!

Fourth!Tier!X!Health,!wellness!and!medicinal!community!outreach!for!the!Pasadena!health!services!

community! focused!on!chronic!pain!management! for! the! traumatic!accident!survivors,! congenital!

defects,!handicap!and!elderly!residents!of!Pasadena.!Lev!Bayer,!NC!board!of!directors,!has!dedicated!

his!passion!and!expertise! to! the! treatment!of!chronic!pain!management!by!working!with!medical!

professionals,! patients! and! families.! He!will! provide! the! development! and! deployment! of! the!NC!

outreach!program!to!serve!the!medicinal!cannabis!needs!of!the!community.!Many!of!these!patients!

are!unwilling!or!unable!to!travel!to!a!retail!cannabis! facility,!so!Lev!brings!the!treatment!regimen!

and!medicinal!cannabis!to!them!as!provided!by!local!and!state!law.!

!

Overview(of(Pasadena(Community(NonLProfits(and(Community(Services(Partners(
!

1)!Flintridge(Center!https://www.flintridge.org! 
Our!mission!is!to!break!the!cycle!of!poverty!and!violence!through!community!planning,!innovation!

and!action.!Our!vision!is!of!a!healthy,!safe!community!where!families!thrive,!youth!reach!their!full!

potential,!and!equality!and!opportunity!are!accessible!to!all.!

• Flintridge!Center!is!a!program!provider,!coordinator,!advocator,!collaborator,!and!convener.!

More! importantly,! Flintridge! is! a! supporter! and! provider! of! hope! and! opportunities! to!

individuals! of! highXrisk,! highXneed! circumstances! from! various! communities! in! the! Los!

Angeles!County.!

These individuals range from middle school youth to adults and include the formerly incarcerated, 
previously gang-involved, and those most susceptible to heading towards the path of violence and 
incarceration. Each year, over 500 individuals seek the services !
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• provided! by! Flintridge! to! transform! their! lives,! reach! their! full! potential,! and! become!

contributing!and!selfXsufficient!members!of!our!communities.!

• Flintridge! provides! the! Apprenticeship! Preparation! Program! for! formerly! incarcerated!

adults,! the! Youth! of! Promise! program! for! youth! in! highXrisk! circumstances,! reintegration!

services,! and! individualized! case! management! to! our! community! members.! We! also!

coordinate! Know! Your! Rights! with! Law! Enforcement! trainings,! monthly! reintegration!

resource! fairs,! and! Record! Change! clinics,! in! collaboration!with! our! community! partners.!

The! environment! Flintridge! fosters! for! community! members! is! both! welcoming! and!

inviting.!Participants!trust!that!we!are!striving!to!help!them!along!their!journey!to!achieve!

their!goals.!

Reintegration!Services!

• We! offer! reintegration! services! for! community!members! returning! from! incarceration! to!

help!ease!their!transition!back!into!the!community.!Services!are!deep,!holistic,!and!unique!to!

each!person.!Through!case!management,!we!help!community!members!set!goals!and!make!

plans;!navigate!complicated!processes!to!get!social!services;!and!complete!necessary!steps!

to! successful! reintegration,! such! as! getting! a! driver's! license,! finding! housing! and!

employment,! paying! child! support,! and! much! more.! We! also! offer! mental! health! and!

substance! use! treatment! onXsite,! life! skills! sessions,! monthly! resource! fairs,! and!

employment!development.!

!

2)!Door(of(Hope!https://doorofhope.us!
Founded! in! 1985,! our! mission! is! to! equip! families! and! children! experiencing! homelessness! to!

rebuild! their! lives.!Unlike!most!homeless! service!organizations!where! families! are! separated,! the!

Door! of! Hope! program! keeps! the! family! unit! together! as! they! work! towards! their! end! goal! of!

achieving!permanent!housing.!Door!of!Hope!has!an!82%!success!rate!with! families!who!graduate!

from!the!program.!

How(Our(Program(Works(
There!are!6!main!pillars! in!Door!of!Hope's!program.!We!provide! families!with! the!opportunity! to!

learn!new!skills,!develop!positive!behaviors,!and!obtain!the!resources!necessary!to!reach!their!goals!

and!maintain!longXterm!success.!

Case(Management(
Each!family!works!with!a!case!manager!who!is!the!lead!advocate!in!assisting!them!with!their!goals.!

In!step!with!traumaXinformed!care!principles,!the!focus!is!on!what!is!best!for!their!lives!and!what!

they!want!to!accomplish.!We!strive!to!understand!and!meet!them!where!they!are.!Together!the!case!

manager!and!the!family!devise!a!case!plan!that!enumerates!personal!goals!in!the!areas!of!housing,!

finances,! employment,! time!management,! life! skills,! childcare,! school,!mental! and!physical!health,!

and!family!relationships!and!character!growth/spiritual!development.!

Employment!!
We require all families to obtain full-time employment that will provide for their family. To address this 
critical need, case managers collaborate with local agencies and community partners as they work directly 
with each parent to find work and job training, build resumes, engage in an active job search and improve 
job skills. Parents gain job-seeking confidence through mock interviews and  
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coaching!on! such! topics! as! dressing! for! the! workplace! and! highlighting! their! skills! and! work!

experience.!

!

3)!Peace(Over(Violence(https://www.peaceoverviolence.org/!
Established!in!1971!by!pioneering!feminist!activists,!Peace!Over!Violence!is!a!sexual!and!domestic!

violence,! intimate! partner! stalking,! child! abuse! and! youth! violence! prevention! center!

headquartered! in! Los! Angeles.! POV! is! committed! to! social! service,! social! change! and! social!

justice.!POV’s! innovative! programs! are! comprehensive! and! include! Emergency,! Intervention,!

Prevention,!Education!and!Advocacy!services.!!

!

4)!Victor(Treatment(Centers!https://ffa.victor.org/!
We!give!neglected!and!abused!children!and!teens!a!safe,!caring!home!during!a!season!when!their!

birth!parents!are!struggling!or!need!some!time!to!recover!from!challenges.!You!provide!the!home!

and! the! heart,! we! provide! the! support! you! need! to! change! the! life! of! a! young! person.! At!Victor!

Treatment!Centers!our!mission!is! to!be!a!catalyst! for!sustained!improvement! in!the! lives!of! those!

we!touch.!Together,!we!can!help!our!kids!and!families!soar.!

 
5)!Pasadena(Educational(Foundation!http://pasedfoundation.org/getXinvolved/partner/!
Building!Dynamic!Community! Partnerships! to! Support!Our! Schools.! PEF!unites! the!power!of! our!

committed!community!to!help!to!raise!between! !a!year!for!the!Pasadena!

Unified!School!District.!Those!funds!include!larg ation!grants,!individual,!

and!corporate!donations,!which!together!help!us!support!myriad!essential!programs!from!the!large!

to! the! small.! Some! programs! are! run! by! PEF,! others! by! PUSD,! and! still! others! represent! various!

levels! of! partnership.! From! the! smallest! Friendship! Bench! to! the! largest! Magnet! Program,! PEF!

works!with!our!community!partners!to!impact!every!student,!every!school,!every!day!!

Creating!Powerful!Partnerships!The!Pasadena!Educational!Foundation!builds!dynamic!community!

partnerships!to!support!our!Pasadena,!Altadena,!and!Sierra!Madre!public!schools.!We!leverage!the!

expertise! and! resources! of! partner! organizations,! community!members,! sponsors,! and! individual!

donors!to!impact!the!lives!of!every!student,!at!every!school,!every!day.!

Partners! provide! a! variety! of! educational! resources! for! our! students! from! contributing! furniture!

and!books,!to!serving!as!classroom!mentors,!to!donating!funds!and!expertise!to!upgrade!a!baseball!

facility!or!create!a!PreXKindergarten!dance!program.!

Some!of!the!ways!local!companies!and!community!members!are!involved!include:!

• Being!guest!speakers!or!leading!a!lesson!in!the!classroom!

• Offering!field!trips!and!job!shadowing!experiences!

• Contributions!of!classroom!materials!and!technology!

• Donating!funds!for!programs!in!STEM,!health!and!wellbeing,!athletics,!and!the!arts.!

!

!

!
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SECTION(2:(BUSINESS(PLAN(
(

SubLSection(2B:(COMMUNITY(BENEFITS(
(

(
Community(Benefits(Cont’d(
!

Example(of(Existing(Pasadena(Businesses(
!

Key!&!Safes!Service!Pasadena!–!Security!systems!

http://locksmithpasadena.club/commercial/!

!

HCI!Systems!(fire!systems,!security)!

https://www.hcisystems.net/!!

!

Magic!Cleaners!X!Cleaners!for!uniforms,!etc.!

http://magiccleanersinc.com/!!

!

Tetratech!–!Consulting!and!engineering!services!

http://www.tetratech.com/en/about!!

!

Thorson!Motors!–!Delivery!vehicle!leasing!

https://www.thorsonmotorcenter.com/!!

!

Pasadena!Volkswagen!X!ivery!vehicle!leasing!

https://www.volkswagenpasadena.com/!!

!

!

! !
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(
!

Product(Procurement!
!

Compliance(Summary(
NC!will!utilize!BCC!licensed,!bonded!and!insured!distributors!to!source!all!retail!cannabis!products!

for! both!medicinal! and! adult! use.! NC! Director! of! Compliance/Applicant! Kenneth! Corben! owns! a!

distribution! company! and! brings! his! experience! of! the! compliance! requirements! for! both! the!

retailer!and!distributor.!Presently,!weekly!monitoring!of!the!CDA,!CDPH!and!BCC!websites!for!any!

updates!or!revisions!are!an!integral!part!of!keeping!current!with!compliance!standards.!

!

PreLPurchase(Evaluation(
All! cannabis!products! including! flower,!preXrolls,! concentrates,! topicals!and!edibles!are!evaluated!

and!documented!manually!by!trained!and!experienced!NC!purchasing!manager!to!review!and!grade!

product! for! compliant! labeling,! child! resistant! packaging,! tamper! evident! seal,!METRC! track! and!

trace!labels!with!UID,!UPC!code,!manufacturing/expiration!date!and!origin!in!addition!to!the!overall!

quality!of!the!cannabis!product!and!wholesale!price!point.!!

!

All!product!grading! is! then! reviewed!by!management!prior! to!verification!of! the!vendor’s! license!

status,!product!liability!insurance,!recall!SOP’s,!production!capacity,!product!consistency!and!finally!

the! certificate! of! authenticity! (COA)! from! the! distributor! provided! independent! lab! reports! for!

Category!III!testing!as!required!by!the!state.!

!

Detailed(Protocol(
NC!and!our!selected!licensed!distributors!will!ensure!adherence!by!licensed!vendor!to!the!following!

packaging!and!labeling!protocols:!!

1)!With!re!respect!to!the!receipt,!identification,!storage,!handling,!sampling,!testing!of!labeling!

packaging!materials,!NC’s!specifications!and!control!procedures!for!its!inspection!and!verification!

of!required!labeling!and!compliant!packaging!will:!!

(a)!!Suitably!verify!each!type!of!cannabis!product,!by!strength,!dosage!form!or!quantity!of!

contents;!!

(b)!!Be!examined/!inspected!to!determine!whether!they!meet!state!specifications,!and!as!to!

such!labels:!!

{i}!!Those!that!meet!the!written!specifications!are!stored!with!access!thereto!limited!to!

authorized!personnel;!!

{ii}!!Cannabis!products!that!do!not!meet!such!specifications!are!rejected!at!time!of!delivery!

inspection!and!returned!to!distributor!with!required!track!and!trace!reporting!to!prevent!

their!use!for!which!they!are!unsuitable;!!

(c)!!Are!destroyed!where!they!are!either!rejected,!are!obsolete!or!are!outdated;!!

2)!With!respect!to!product!containers,!components,!closures!and!packaging,!the!NC!will:!!

(a)!!Describe!in!detail!the!receipt,!identification,!storage,!handling,!third!party!testing!and!

approval!or!rejection!of!distributor!delivered!cannabis!products;!!

(b)!!Ensure!that!cannabis!products!are!at!all!times!handled!and!stored!separately!from!

cleaning!products!and!other!materials!so!as!to!manner!to!prevent!contamination;!!!

!

!
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!

(c)!!Ensure!that!cannabis!products!are!stored!off!the!floor!and!are!suitably!spaced!to!permit!

cleaning!and!inspection;!!

(d)!!Ensure!that!all!cannabis!products!are!correctly!labeled!with!the!METRC!unique!

identifier!code!(UID)!in!each!shipment!received!from!a!licensed!distributor,!to!be!used!

regarding!the!disposition!of!each!lot,!identifying!each!such!lot!as!compliant!or!rejected;!!

(e)!!Ensure!that!any!product!containing!cannabis!be!packaged!in!tamper!evident,!reuseable!

childXresistant!packaging!in!accordance!with!state!law,!and!that!it!be!provided!to!the!patient!

in!an!opaque!bag!or!container!that!is!closed!by!the!employee!prior!to!transfer!to!the!

consumer,!patient!or!primary!caregiver;!!

(f)!!Ensure!that!cannabis!infused!products!(edibles)!meet!all!CDPH!and!BCC!requirements!

including!homogeneity!verification!from!third!party!lab!testing!provided!by!licensed!

distributor;!!

(g)!!Ensure!that!the!compliant!packaging!protect!the!contents!from!contamination!and!must!

not!impart!any!toxic!or!deleterious!substance!to!the!usable!marijuana!or!marijuana!product.!!

!

Format!and!Specifications:!NC!adheres!to,!and!will!ensure!adherence!by!licensed!distributors!and!

vendors!to!the!following!packaging!and!labeling!specifications!for!information!placed!on!the!labels!

of!its!products:!!

1)!For!Cannabis!Flower!products:!!

(a)!!Licensed!cultivator/processor!address!or!website!!

(b)!!The!lot!and/or!batch!number;!!

(c)!The!date!processed/harvested!and!the!net!weight!measured!in!ounces!and!grams!or!by!

volume,!as!appropriate;!!

(d)!!Current!and!accurate!California!warning!symbol!minimum!.5”x!.5”!and!correct!state!

mandated!warning!label;!

(e)!!The!cannabinoid/terpinoid!profile;!!

(f)!!The!THC!and!CBD!potency;!!

(g)!!METRC!UID!track!and!trace!label!

2)!For!edible!and!infused!products:!!

(a)!!Licensed!manufactuer!address!or!website;!!

(b)!!The!lot!and/or!batch!number(s)!of!all!cannabis!used!to!create!the!product;!!

(c)!!The!date!manufactured,!expiration!or!use!by!date!and!quantity!dispensed,!including!the!

net!weight!in!ounces!and!grams!or!by!volume,!as!appropriate;!!

(d)!!The!name!and!ID!Card!number!of!patient!or!caregiver;!!

(e)!!If!the!product!is!perishable,!a!suggested!useXby!date;!!

(f)!!The!terpinoid!and!THC!profile!in!milligrams;!!

(g)!!A!list!of!all!ingredients!and!all!major!food!allergens!as!identified!in!21!U.S.C.!§§!343;!!

(h)!!Current!and!accurate!California!warning!symbol!minimum!.5”x!.5”!and!correct!state!

mandated!warning!label;!

4)!In!addition!to!the!foregoing!packaging!and!labeling!protocols,!the!dispensary!will:!!

(a)!!Exercise!strict!control!over!labeling!compliance!monitoring;!!

!
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(b)!!Carefully!examine!METRC!labels!for!identity!and!conformity!to!the!labeling!specified!in!

the!applicable!production!or!control!records;!!

(c)!!Record!the!results!of!any!examinations!performed!the!applicable!production!or!control!

records;!!

!

Quality(Control(&(Rejection(Protocol(
NC!adheres!to!guidelines!for!production,!quality!control!and!salvage!operations!that!include!the!

following!protocols:!!

1)!The!establishment!of!a!Quality!Control!(QC)!unit!with!responsibilities!to!ensure:!!

(a)!That!the!QC!Unit!has!the!responsibility!and!authority!to!approve!or!reject!all!

components,!product!containers,!closures,!packaging!materials,!labeling!and!cannabis!

products;!!

(b)!!That!the!QC!Unit!has!the!authority!to!review!licensed!distributor’s!records!to!assure!

that!no!errors!have!occurred!or,!if!errors!have!occurred,!that!they!have!been!fully!

investigated!and!resolved;!!

(c)!!That!the!QC!Unit!is!responsible!for!approving!or!rejecting!products!manufactured,!

processed,!packaged!or!held!under!contract!by!third!parties;!and!!

(d)!!That!the!QC!Unit!is!responsible!for!approving!or!rejecting!all!procedures!or!

specifications!which!may!impact!the!identity,!strength,!quality!and!purity!of!the!products;!!

(e)!That!the!products!have!the!identity,!strength,!quality!and!purity!they!purport!or!are!

represented!to!possess;!!

2)!With!respect!to!cannabis!products!that!may!have!been!subjected!to!improper!storage!conditions,!

including!extremes!in!temperature,!humidity,!smoke,!fumes,!pressure,!age!or!radiation!due!to!

natural!disasters,!fires,!accidents!or!equipment!failures,!the!dispensary!will!ensure!that:!!

(a)!!Such!products!are!not!salvaged!and!returned!to!the!marketplace!where!it!is!determined!

that!they!have,!in!fact,!been!exposed!to!improper!storage!conditions;!!

(b)!!Whenever!it!is!unclear!whether!such!products!have!been!subjected!to!improper!storage!

conditions,!the!dispensary!will!conduct!salvaging!operations!only!if!there!is:!!

{i}!!Evidence!from!laboratory!tests!and!assays!that!the!products!meet!all!applicable!

standards!of!identity,!strength,!quality!and!purity;!!

{ii}!!Evidence!from!inspection!of!the!premises!that!the!products!and!their!associated!

packaging!were!not!subjected!to!improper!storage!conditions!as!a!result!of!the!disaster!or!

accident,!if!any;!!

(c)!!Where!any!such!products!have!been!subjected!to!salvaging!operations,!the!dispensary!

must!document!such!operations!by!identifying!the!name,!lot!number!and!disposition!of!such!

products.!!

(
Further(Disclosures!
NC!will!provide!the!following!additional!disclosures!to!its!patients,!primary!caregivers!and!

customers,!upon!request,!a!writing!received!from!any!Cultivation!Facility!from!which!it!obtains!

product!disclosing:!!

!
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1)!The!name!of!the!testing!laboratory!which!performed!the!required!quality!assurance!tests!and!the!

results!of!the!required!quality!assurance!tests!for!the!lot.!!

2)!To!the!extent!permitted!by!law!or!regulation,!NC!may!make!samples!available!to!its!consumers!

for!visual!inspection!and!to!smell,!as!follows:!!

[a]!The!sample!will!be!packaged!in!a!jar!protected!by!a!plastic!or!metal!mesh!screen;!!

[b]!!The!sample!jar!will!contain!no!more!than!3.5!grams!of!usable!cannabis;!!

[c]!!The!sample!will!remain!in!the!custody!of!NC!at!all!times!during!inspection.!!

!

!

(
Section(3:(NEIGHBORHOOD(COMPATIBILITY(&(ENHANCEMENT(
(
!

Exterior(Design(Concept(
Please!see!attached!exhibits!for!letter!of!determination!by!architectural!specialist!and!

design!concepts!by!architect!team.!

(
Design(Concept(Integration(
!

Please! see! attached! exhibits! for! design! sketches! by! architectural! team! that! addresses!

design!concept! integration.!NC’s! facility!will! be! retrofitted! to! be! as! green! as! conditions!permit!

and!will! have! state! of! the! art! lighting! and! appliances! that!meet! current!Green! Standards! such! as!

Energy!Star!requirements!and,!as!much!as!is!practicable!for!a!retrofit,!be!LEED!compliant.!A!muted!

colorXscheme!will! spruce! up! the! exterior!which!will! present!with! a! professional,! pharmaceutical!

appearance.!Remodeling!of!the!interior!will!be!in!a!modern,!professional!style.!Interior!and!exterior!

signage!will!be!tasteful!and!avoid!the!use!of!cannabisXculture! jargon!or!cannabisXculture! imagery.!

The!facility!will!be!wholly!ADAX!compliant.!!

!

Community(Impact(&(Service(of(Pasadena(Planning(Goals((
NC’s! operations! supports! several! overlapping! policies! serving! the! interests! of! Pasadena! and! the!

adjacent! communities.! First,! it! advances! access! to! safe,! properly! produced! cannabis! products!

authorized! under! state! law! and! local! ordinance.! For! the! same! reason,! it! therefore! advances! the!

policies! set! forth! under! Pasadena’s! General! Plan! regarding! the! provision! of! a! needed! good! and!

services!to!Pasadena!residents.!Since!NC!will!tailor!its!operations!to!reduce!its!water!consumption!

and! carbon! footprint! and! to! the! greatest! extent! practicable! eliminate! the! generation! of! waste!

products,!its!operations!serve!the!resource!conservation!goals!promoted!by!those!plans!as!well.!!

!

In!addition!to!these!general!and!specific!issues,!NC’s!business!approach!and!operations!will!serve!

numerous!other!goals!stated!in!the!Pasadena!General!Plan!and!similar!planning!documents.!NC!will!

integrate!its!operations!into!the!surrounding!community!in!a!sensitive!and!attractive!manner!by!

utilizing!an!existing!structure!located!in!a!proposed!property!in!need!of!revitalization.!The!!
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employment!provided!by!NC!paid!at!and!above! living!wage!standards!will!help!provide!economic!

stability!to!the!community!and!stimulus!to!the!city!of!Pasadena!as!a!whole.!The!proposed!use!will!

thus!simultaneously!help!prevent!a!decline!in!and!about!the!commercial!center!where!it!is!located!

while!bringing!economic!diversity!to!Pasadena.!!

(
Integration(of(Security(Measures(
Please!see!attached!exhibits!for!design!sketches!by!architectural!team!that!addresses!

design!concept!integration.!!

(
Air(Quality/Odor(Control(
(
NOXIOUS(CHEMICAL(CONTROL(HVAC((Heating(Ventilation(Air(Conditioning)(Design( 
This facility will serve as a legal dretail center for safe, tested cannabis goods. This application is not 
intended for cultivation, extraction, manufacturing or packaging of cannabis products. As such, "odor- 
emitting activities" are not part of the operational plan of the facility. 
  
Because of our operating procedure, almost no odor should emanate from the facility. However, in the 
spirit of local and state compliance, as well as being a good employer and good neighbor, we take odor 
mitigation seriously and provide the following plan for The City of Pasadena’s review. The minimum 
outdoor airflow rate shall comply with the requirements of CMC section 403. The air removed by the 
mechanical exhaust system shall be discharged outdoors at a point where it will not cause a nuisance and 
not less than the distances specified in the CMC. The air shall be discharged to a location from which it 
cannot again be readily drawn in a by a ventilation system.  
(
Odor(Control(and(Air(Purification( 
1. The proposed HVAC system air handling unit active carbon filters are from the Camfil commercial 
line. These filters are certified with a 1500 Microparticle Performance Rating (MPR) and designed to not 
only filter airborne dust, allergens, bacteria and viruses, but are electrostatically charged to capture 
microscopic particulate. Camfil filters also provide:  
 
a. Reduced&energy&costs&during the entire life of the air filter. Camfil air filters optimize efficiency and 
energy use reducing HVAC energy costs by up to 50 percent. The media type coupled with the innovative 
media configurations deliver lower pressure drops over the life of the air filters -- and a significantly 
reduction in energy use.  
b. Lower&carbon&footprint&because Camfil air filters perform more efficiently, use less energy, and 
require less frequent replacement. Using fewer filters means fewer dollars spent on fuel at every step – 
from raw material acquisition and processing to filter manufacturing, distribution, transportation to users, 
and ultimately, transport to a landfill, and recycling. The lower amounts of energy consumed at every 
stage contributes substantially to a reduced carbon footprint.  
 
c. Waste&reduction&is typically reduced 30% to 75% – lowering the frequency of filter replacements 
means fewer filters go to the landfills.  
 
!
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(
d. Higher&IAQ&(Indoor&Air&Quality)&rating&than&is&required&for&hospitals&and&laboratories.&Our air 
filtration systems operate at a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) certified level 13.  

2. Air filters will be changed more frequently than directed by the manufacturer (typically every 90 
days) to insure proper odor confinement.  

3. Fresh air will be brought in through the HVAC filtration/ventilation system, cleaned, and 
recirculated using Activated Carbon Cannon filters3. These filters are designed with over twenty- 
five pounds of Virgin Activated Coconut Carbon. These filters are environmentally safe and 
recyclable.  

(
Building(Environmental(Controls( 
1. The building HVAC system will include standard building environment controls for the waiting area, 
offices, showroom, restroom and all common areas.  
(
Code(and(Safety(Considerations( 

1. Automatic power interruption shall occur upon the immediate detection of smoke anywhere in the 
facility.  

2. Smoke detectors shall be factory installed in the air moving equipment as per California State 
Fire Marshall requirements and installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations.  

3. Centrally monitored Carbon Monoxide detectors will be placed strategically throughout the 
facility to monitor and maintain a safe Carbon Monoxide level in the facility.  

(
Ongoing(Safety,(Testing(and(Compliance( 
A core part of NC’s business practice is maintaining industry best practices and staying legally compliant. 
As such, we retain a law firm whose sole business practice is the California cannabis industry rwhose 
focus is to stay current with cannabis regulations. We consistently build our operations to exceed) all 
health and safety standards. Should there be any change in local or state law regarding health and safety, 
operational changes will be implemented immediately upon their ratification, if not before.  
The!dispensary!has!designed!the!following!Odor!Control!Plan!with!its!HVAC!Vendor!to!mitigate!

against!such!a!nuisance:!!

1)!The!space!will!be!conditioned!using!multiple!split!heat!pump!systems!of!various!capacities!and!a!

ductless!miniXsplit!system.!Each!of!the!splitXsystems,!excluding!the!ductless!miniXsplit!system,!are!

equipment!with!unitXlevel!pleated!filters.!Fresh!air!is!brought!to!each!of!the!ducted!systems!via!a!

fresh!air!duct!that!is!run!to!the!exterior!of!the!structure.!Fresh!air!quantities!are!calculated!using!the!

American!Society!of!Heating!and!Refrigeration!Engineers!(ASHRAE)!Standard!62.1.!This!fresh!air!

will!tend!to!pressurize!the!space;!!

2)!The!space!is!designed!for!a!negative!pressure!to!contain!internal!odors.!To!accomplish!this,!an!inX

line,!beltXdriven!exhaust!fan!is!provided!to!remove!the!amount!of!fresh!air!provided!for!the!

occupants!and!an!additional!amount!that!will!ensure!a!negative!pressure!within!the!space;!!

3)!To!prevent!odors!from!escaping!the!structure,!the!inXline!exhaust!fan!is!equipped!with!a!filter!

section!loaded!with!30!lbs!of!activated!carbon,!in!a!rackXmounted!configuration.!Activated!carbon!is!

an!extremely!effective!absorptive!odor!control!substance.!An!ozone!generator!will!be!placed!

upstream!of!the!carbon!filters,!in!the!housing!assembly.!Ozone!(O3)!is!an!effective!odor!control!!
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(
mechanism.!In!this!case,!it!is!used!to!help!control!outX!going!airstream!odors!and!recharge!the!

activated!carbon!filter!media,!extending!the!life!of!the!media.!!

4)!Once!systems!are!running,!systems!shall!be!air!balanced!to!ensure!design!air!flows!for!supply,!

fresh!air,!and!exhaust!air!base!values!have!been!met.!Once!completed,!a!differential!pressure!gauge!

shall!be!used!to!ensure!that!a!negative!building!static!of!no!less!than!0.05”!of!negative!building!

static!has!been!achieved.!A!maximum!negative!building!static!shall!not!exceed!0.15”.!An!initial!test!

with!a!tradeXspecific!calibrated!sensor!establishes!the!a!baseXline!of!operation!for!odors!in!the!outX

going!air!stream.!!

5)!Once!odor!control!has!been!established,!periodic!testing!shall!be!conducted!to!ensure!that!the!

odor!control!systems!are!operating!to!maintain!the!baseline.!As!the!filters!age,!replacement!will!be!

required!and!will!be!conducted,!as!determined!by!the!calibrated!sensor!on!the!test!equipment.!!

6)!!Testing!will!be!done,!in!the!absence!of!other!standards,!in!accordance!with!Standardized!Odor!

Measurement!Practices!for!Air!Quality!Testing.!Testing!shall!be!done!using!a!field!Olfactometer,!

calibrated!in!accordance!with!ASTM!E544X75!and!AWMA!odor!control!standards,!using!the!

Scheduled!Monitoring!protocol:!!

7)!Planned,!scheduled!monitoring!on!a!daily!walkXabout!visit!around!the!exterior!of!the!site,!near!

the!exhaust!system.!Data!to!be!compiled!and!compared!to!established!norms.!Using!a!5!point!OIRS!

(Odor!Intensity!Reference!Scale),!compare!daily!readings.!If!values!equal!3!on!the!5!point!scale,!

carbonXfiltration!exhaust!system!to!be!evaluated!and!repaired,!as!required.!Evaluation!shall!include,!

but!not!be!limited!to,!fan!operation,!distribution!system!integrity,!and!filter!media!effectiveness.!!

 
!

!

!

Section(4:(SECURITY(PLAN(
!

!

Security(Experience(
!

Applicant!Kenneth!Corben’s!13!years!experience!as!a!California!Peace!Officer!and!his!interXagency!

training!with! the! FBI! and! other! law! enforcement! agencies! provided!his! background! training! and!

experience! to! successfully! design! and! implement! security! protocols,! systems! and! personnel!

training! in! use!by! cultivation,!manufacturing! and!distribution! companies.!His! final! security! plans!

are!reviewed!by!his!law!enforcement!peers!for!thoroughness.!

(
Background(Checks(
(
information! is!collected!as!a!means!of!promoting!a!safe!work!environment! for!current!and!future!

employees,!protecting!customers!and!the!public,!avoiding!economic!losses,!safeguarding!company!

information,!and!protecting! the!company’s! reputation.!Background!checks!also!help! the!company!

obtain! additional! applicant! related! information! to! help! us! determine! an! applicant’s! overall!

employability.!!
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!

Background(Checks(Cont’d(
(
Prior!to!employment,!all!applicants!(full!time,!part!time,!interns,!and!short!term!employees)!will!be!

subject! to!reference!checks!with! former!employers,!academic! institutions,!etc.!Unless!required!by!

law,!reference!check!information!will!not!be!shared!with!the!potential!employee.!Individuals,!who!

claim! to!have!certain!experience!or!education,!either! in!writing!or! in!an! interview,!are! subject! to!

verification.!All!employees,!whether!full!time,!part!time,!salary,!temporary,!or!voluntary,!must!be!at!

least!18!years!old!and!have!a!valid!Patient!ID!card.!It!is!the!employee’s!responsibility!to!obtain!and!

maintain!this!card!through!the!course!of!employment.!!

!

In!addition!to!pre!employment!background!checks,!the!company!may!complete!background!checks!

on! current! employees! when! considering! candidates! for! promotion,! investigating! theft! or!

misconduct,!etc.!!

!

Applicants! for! driver! positions! will! have! their! motor! vehicle! driving! records! checked! by! the!

company! prior! to,! or! at! the! time! of! hire.! In! addition,! current! employees! in! these! positions! are!

subject! to! a! check! of! their! driving! record! at! any! time.! What! constitutes! an! acceptable! or!

unacceptable!driving!record!is!determined!by!“Newcorp’s”!!insurance!carrier,!and!its!management.!!

The!company!may!perform,!or!request!that!third!parties!perform!background!checks!or!other!types!

of! investigations!either!prior! to!an!employee's!employment!or!during!employment.!The!Company!

will! follow! all! applicable! state! and! federal! laws! regarding! background! checks! and! disclosure! of!

credit! reports,! including! providing! employees! with! disclosure! and! consent! forms! prior! to!

conducting! any! background! checks.! If! an! employee! has! been! arrested,! or! charged,! by! law!

enforcement!officials!with!a!crime!classified!as!a!felony!and/or!serious!misdemeanor!the!employee!

must!inform!his!or!her!supervisor!within!24!hours!of!either!being!arrested!or!charged!with!such!a!

crime,!and!must,!if!convicted,!report!same!to!his!or!her!manager!or!supervisor!within!24!hours!of!

learning!of!the!conviction.!!

(
Employee(Safety(Education(
(
Employee!training!is!critical!to!properly!respond!to!key!incidents,!including!but!not!limited!to:!!

o!Robbery!!

o!Burglary!

o!Threats!of!violence!

o!Assaults!

o!Weapons!possession!

o!Civil!

o!Proper!use!of!panic,!burglar!alarms!

o!Cyber!security!

o!Proper!response!when!law!enforcement!or!first!responders!arrive!at!facility!o!Incident!reporting!!

!

!

!
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!

Employee(Safety(Education(Cont’d(
(
NC!will!provide!instruction!and!training!to!its!employees!that!relates!to!its!basic!operating!

procedure!plus!the!following!areas:!!

1)!The!proper!use!of!security!measures!and!controls!that!have!been!adopted!by!NC!for!the!security!

of!the!facility!and!to!prevent!diversion,!theft!or!loss!of!cannabis;!!

2)!Procedures!and!instructions!for!responding!to!an!emergency;!!

3)!State!and!federal!statutes!and!regulations!regarding!confidentiality!of!information!related!to!the!

medical!and!adult!use!of!cannabis;!!

4)!The!different!strains!of!cannabis!produced!or!sold!by!NC;!!

5)!The!different!methods!of!using!cannabis,!edible!cannabis!products!and!cannabis!infused!

products;!and!!

6)!Signs!of!abuse!or!instability!in!the!use!of!cannabis.!!

7)!Proper!sanitation!as!to!the!handling!of!cannabis!products,!including:!!

(a)!!Cleaning!hands!and!exposed!portions!of!his!or!her!arms!(or,!as!applicable!surrogate!

prosthetic!devices!for!hands!and!arms),!during!the!following!times!and!circumstances:!!

{ii}!!After!touching!bare!human!body!parts!other!than!clean!hands!and!exposed!portions!of!

arms;!!

{iii}!!After!using!the!toilet;!!

{iv}!!After!coughing,!sneezing,!using!a!handkerchief!or!disposable!tissue,!using!tobacco,!

eating!or!drinking;!!

{v}!!After!handling!cleaning!products!and!equipment;!!

(b)!!Wearing!clean!clothing!appropriate!to!the!tasks!assigned!to!him!or!her.!!

8)!Proper!washing!techniques,!as!follows:!!

(a)!!Taking!at!least!20!seconds!to!complete!the!washing!procedure,!using!a!handX!washing!

sink!and!cleaning!compound,!!

(b)!!Rinsing!under!clean,!running!warm!water;!!

(c)!!Applying!an!amount!of!cleaning!compound!recommended!by!the!manufacturer!of!the!

compound;!!

(d)!!Rubbing!together!vigorously!for!at!least!15!seconds!while!paying!particular!attention!to!

removing!soil!from!underneath!the!fingernails!and!creating!friction!on!the!surfaces!of!the!

hands!and!arms,!fingertips!and!areas!between!the!fingers;!!

(e)!!Thoroughly!rinsing!under!clean,!running!warm!water;!!

(f)!!Thoroughly!drying!the!washed!body!part.!!

9)!The!prohibition!on!transacting!cannabis!with!unauthorized!suppliers;!!

10)!Understanding!the!difference!between!topical!products,!edible!cannabis!products!and!cannabisX

infused!products.!!

11)!The!procedures!used!by!vendors!for!the!production!of!edible!cannabis!products!or!cannabisX

infused!products!to!create!edible!cannabis!products!or!cannabisXinfused!products;!!

!

In!addition!to!initial!and!recurring!training!given!to!NC’s!employees,!NC’s!board!of!directors!and!

general!manager!will!attend!continuing!education!and!training!programs!in!updated!industry!

practices,!state!and!local!regulations!to!include:!

1)!Evolving!basic!health!standards!governing!manufactured!products!intended!for!human!

consumption;!!
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!

Employee(Safety(Education(Cont’d(
(
2)!Attending!industry!and!regulatory!update!training!and!then!implementing!an!appropriate!

training!program!for!employees!engaged!in!the!sales!of!edible!cannabis!products!or!cannabisX

infused!products!at!the!facility;!!

(
Employee(Theft(Reduction(Measures(
(
PRODUCT(TRACKING(&(MONITORING(TO(PREVENT(DIVERSION( 
As our goal is to demonstrate full compliance with the Bureau’s Cannabis Regulations, in advance of 
their full implementation, NC will require seed-to-sale tracking with each of the locally licensed cannabis 
operations as a condition of sale. There are multiple Seed-to-sale tracking systems available. At all times 
during operations we shall maintain an active and functional account within the track-and- trace system 
prior to engaging in any commercial cannabis activity, including the purchase, sale, packaging, transfer, 
return, destruction, or disposal of any cannabis goods.  
 
All cannabis products in the process of trasfer, sale shall be stored in such a manner as to prevent 
diversion, theft or loss, and shall be returned to its secure location immediately after completion of the 
process or at the end of the scheduled business day. If a process cannot be completed at the end of a 
working day, the, vessels, bins or bulk containers containing cannabis shall be securely locked inside an 
adequately secured area. In order to ensure that cannabis is securely stored and avoid any threat of loss 
and diversion, the NC will:  

•  Not procure or maintain cannabis in excess of the quantity required for normal, efficient 
operation;  
•  Store all cannabis and cannabis-infused products in a safe, vault or secured room and in such a 
manner as to prevent diversion, theft or loss;  
•  Maintain all cannabis product in a secure area or location within the Dispensing Location 
accessible only to specifically authorized personnel, which shall include only the minimum 
number of employees essential for efficient operation;  
•  Keep all approved safes, vaults, or other equipment or areas used for the storage of cannabis 
securely locked or protected from entry, except for the actual time required to remove or replace 
cannabis;  
•  Keep all locks and security equipment in good working order;  
•  Not allow keys to be left in the locks and not store or place keys in a location  
accessible to persons other than specifically authorized personnel;  
•  Not allow other security measures, such as combination numbers, passwords or  
electronic or biometric security systems, to be accessible to persons other than  
specifically authorized personnel; and  
•  Keep the Dispensing Location securely locked and protected from unauthorized  
entry at all times.  

 
Any additional safeguards required by the city or state in regard to special security issues, such as 
extremely large stock of cannabis, exposed handling or unusual vulnerability to diversion, theft or loss, 
will be complied with immediately.  
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Starting date Jul-19
Cash balance alert minimum 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Cash on hand (beginning of month)

CASH RECEIPTS
Total cash available
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
Cash sales
Returns and allowances
Collections on accounts receivable
Interest, other income
Loan proceeds

CASH PAID OUT
Advertising
Distribution Fees

Employee benefit programs
Insurance (other than health)
Property Tax
Materials and supplies (in COGS)
POS Software IT

Office expense

Rent 
Rent or lease: vehicles, equipment
Repairs and maintenance
Supplies (not in COGS)
6% Pasadena City Tax
Alarm Monitoring/Phone/Internet
Utilities
Wages (less emp. credits)

Security Services
Cannabis Products Wholesale

SUBTOTAL
CASH PAID OUT
Construction Build Out
Expendables
Other startup costs
Community Support
Owners' withdrawal
TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
Cash on hand (end of month)

OTHER OPERATING DATA  Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Total
Sales volume (dollars) 0
Accounts receivable balance 0
Bad debt balance 0
Inventory on hand 0
Accounts payable balance 0
Depreciation 0

Fiscal Year One P&L July-2019 to June-2020
"NEWCORP INC"
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PRO FORMA PROFIT AND LOSS 

 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 
 

YEAR 3 
 

Retail Sales  

Delivery Sales  

Total Sales 

Direct Cost of Sales  

Other Production Expenses 

TOTAL COST OF SALES 

Gross Margin 

Gross Margin % 

Expenses 

Payroll 
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Sales and Marketing and Other 
Expenses 

Rent 

Telephone / Pagers/ Cell 

Utilities 

Payroll Taxes 

Insurance 

Total Operating Expenses 

Profit Before Interest and Taxes 

EBITDA 

Taxes Incurred (20%) 

Net Profit 
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Basic Business Checking statement
December 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018

Equal Opportunity Lender Rev. 05-17 MEMBER FDIC
www.comerica.com

Basic Business Checking:
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project

Our teams proposal relies on the rich history of Pasadena 
as our epigenetic center. 

It is our design intention to create architecture which 
harkens back to the traditional neighborhood pharmacy 
and innovative laboratories of the region.
 
It is our design intention to create a showpiece building 
which describes the modern cannabis dispensary facility 
as a resurgence of the neighborhood pharmacies and labs 
of years past. 

It is our design intention to create a building modeled 
after the streamline modern style as a vehicle to create 
parallels between the innovative – car centric – 
technology – of the 1930’s embodied in the streamline 
modern styling.

It is our design intention to create an appropriate 
architecture which demonstrate the rich historic fabric 
that the city is renown for.  
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Architectural 
inspiration
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  Streamline signage
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  Streamline Architecture
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Streamline Architecture
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Vintage Pharmacy / Lab 
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Vintage Pharmacy / Lab 
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Vintage Pharmacy / Lab 
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Historic Overview – continued
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Historic Overview
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Inspiration
board

chair top

 dark wood (olive or walnut)

�oor

polished concrete

chair & table

bronze

white plaster

walls

Peppermint/albahaca

Interior accent

Equipment

Vintage metal

Dove grey plaster

walls

Exterior details

Brushed stainless
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look & feel
sketches
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look & feel
sketches
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Case Study Site 
767 E. Green Street - Existing
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Case Study Site 
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Thank you for the opportunity. 
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